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Abstract 

This thesis contends that T.C. Douglas' religious perspective is best understood as a 
coupling of social gospel theology and pragmatism. 1 am asserting that the classic 
interpretation of Douglas, as an exponent of social gospel theology, fails to incorporate al1 
of the evidence about his religious reflections. Rather, the records indicate that as 
Douglas reflected upon the inadequacies of social gospel theology in a world with such 
manifestations of evil as Nazi Germany, he found this theology's moral logic wanting. 
Instead Douglas developed a position that originated from the moral reasoning found in 
the pragmatic philosophical tradition in currency at the University of Chicago, which he 
attended briefly as a doctoral student. This lefl Douglas' religious perspective rooted in 
the intellectual traditions of social gospel theology and tempered by pragmatism. But at 
the same tirne, through this intellectual vehicle, in the late-1930s, Douglas was able to gain 
insights into politics, morality and the human condition, that came into wide currency as 
Reinhold Niebuhr's Christian Realist theology becarne accepted among Canadian 
Protestants in the mid-1940s. In effect, Douglas reshaped his interpretation of social 
gospel theology, through the resources of the pragmatic intellectual tradition, so that it 
was a relevant and effective moral guide for Christian action in the modern world. 
Although Douglas' position lacks the academic rigor that cm be found in the writings of 
other religious thinkers, his religious perspective was tested by the fires of political 
experience and affinned by his political successes. In effect, this thesis will portray 
Douglas as a far more sophisticated theologian than any author has previously suggested. 
It is hoped that fiiture scholarly studies of his life will heed these conclusions and discuss 
his religious ideas with more care. 
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In this thesis, I will demonstrate that T.C. Douglas was a social gospeller who used 

the philosophical tradition of pragmatism to make social gospel theology relevant and 

viable. No one has ever said this before. In effect, 1 am atternpting to reveal the creative 

religious thinker who so impressed the theology faculty at the University of Chicago that 

they offered him a Chair in Social EtMcs. l Some scholarly investigations into the C.C.F. 

in Saskatchewan, using the non-philosophical or colloquial concept of pragmatisrn which 

denotes a perspective dominated by consideration of what is practical or feasible? have 

described these socialists as being "pragmatic" or "pragmaticaily ~riented".~ However, no 

study has ever associated Douglas' theology with the Amencan pragmatic philosophical 

tradition) which included the pragmatic reflections of the theologian Reinhold ~iebuhr? 

. . 
Lewis H. Thomas, ed., The of a Sou& : The R e c m  of T.C. 

D o w  (Edmonton : The University of Alberta Press, 1982), 80,349-50. . . . . 
Roger Scruton, A Jhc- of (London : Pan Books, l982), 

3 67-8. 
John W. Bennett, and Cynthia Kmeger, "Agrarian Pragmatism and Radical . . 

Politics," in S.M. Lipset, Agl.anan S o m  : The Cooptative Commonwealth 
F e d e r a t i o n w a n  : A a . . . . 

(Berkeley, Los Angeles : 
University of California Press, 1971,3rd edition), 347-363; The best statement of this 
view of the C.C.F.'s pragmatism in contained in Evelyn Eager, Saskatchewan_Gouernment . . Politics (Saskatoon : Western Producer Prairie Books, 1 %O), 1-1 2, 18, 
43-46,49, 5 1,64-66,7 1,79-8 1. 

Some of these great pragmatists include such men of letters as Ralph Waldo 
Emerson, Charles Sanders Peirce, Ferdinand Canning Scott ShilIer, William James, Sidney 
Hook, John Dewey, the historia Charles Beard, the literary cntic Lionel Trilling and the 
sociologist C. Wright Milis. For cornrnentary on Ralph Waldo Emerson's pragmatism see 
Cornel West, T h e n  Ev-y : A G a a h g y  of P w  
(Madison : University of Wisconsin Press, l989), 9-4 1 passim. For other views of 
Emerson that do not place him in the pragmatic tradition, but lend some support to West's . .  - assertion see Harold Bloom, to Stevens 
(New Haven : Yale University Press, 1976), 235-66; Sacvan Bercovitch, The Amah in  
jeremiad (Madison : University of Wisconsin Press, 1979), 182-205. The pragmatisrn of 
Charles Sanders Peirce, Ferdinand Canning Scott Shiller and William James is well 
discussed in Copleston, A o r y  of PhilosoDhv, vol. 3 (New York : Doubleday, 1974) 
304-35 1. The pragmatism of the philosopher Sidney Hook is well discussed in Milton R. 
Konvitz, "Sidney Hook: Philosopher of Freedom," in Con&mpmy 
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This thesis will ask the reader to look beyond Douglas' folksy rhetonc, tus bnllrant use or 

the prairie idiom, his highly successfûl political career and examine him as a theologian 

who reflected upon the importance of coupling acadernic pragmatism with the social 

gospel theology usuaily associated with the work of Walter Rauschenbusch. This is a 

wholly new interpretation of T. C. Douglas' theology. 

In 198 1, two years before his death, the great historian of the Canadian plains, 

Lewis H. Thomas, despaired over the scholarly treatment of the religious ideas which 

shaped the motivations of the leaders of the early C.C.F. .6 He maintained that sociologists 

and political scientists, while writing eloquently and cogently about the political ideologies 

orld : Essavs on the, ed. Paul Kurtz (New York: John Day, . . 
l968), 18. Sidney Hook, Out the Tw- (New 
York: Harper and Row, l987), 7-16. Aiso see Hook's works such as, 
Pmgmtum (Chicago : Open Court, 1927). Sidney Hook, Mm Dewey : An Intellectual 
Portrait (New York: John Day, 1939). The positions of the great pragmatic philosopher 
John Dewey are covered in George Dykhuizen, 
(Carbondale : Southern Illinois University Press, 1973); Neil Coughlan, l h n g b h n  
Dewey : AeEss;ay in (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1973). The impact of Dewey's early Congregational Christian faith on his later philosophy 
is explored in Bruce Kuklick, Churchmen : Fr-ds t a  
JohnDewev (New Haven : Yale University Press, 1985), 230-53. The pragmatism of the 
controversial histonan Charles Beard is examined in David W. Marcell, 

James. D e w e m  of the (Westport 
Connecticut : Greenwood Press, 1974), 196-258 passim. The pragmatic ideals of Lionel 
Trilling, the great American literary critic, are revealed in Lionel Trilling, "The Uncertain 
Future of the Humanistic Educational Ideal," ed. Diana Trilling, Last De& : E w y s  aod 

wews, 1965- 1975 (New York : Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 198 'I), 175-6. For . 
commentary on the nature of Trilling's thought see William M. Chace, h m & b h g  . .  . Cnticism (Stanford : Stanford University Press, 1980) and Mark Krupnick, . .  . 

of CSural C m  (Evanston : Northwestem University 
Press, 1986). The sociologist, C. Wright Mills, made lis earliest statement on his 
pragmatism in his dissertation published under the title, Pr- . . a (New York : Oxford University Press, l964), 3 5. Also see 
Irving Louis Horowitz, _ 6 ~ ~  : An I hopian (New York : Free Press, 
1983). 

West, 150-164. 
Lewis H. Thomas, "C.C.F. Victory in Saskatchewan," 1-3. Saskatchewan 

vol. 34, (Winter 198 1) : 1. 
2 



or tne L . L . ~  ., railea to senousiy consraer or cornprenena me imponanct: oi rnese 

socidists' theological moti~ations.~ This general paucity of scholarship even colours 

works that recognized the importance of religious motivations in T.C. Douglas' life and 

political career. Thomas and Ian ~ c ~ e o d , ~  Joseph D.   an,^ Doris French shackleton,lo 

and most recently, George ~ a w l ~ k , l  authors who have exarnined T.C. Douglas' religious 

thought, have successfùlly associated his religious perspective with social gospel 

theology. l2 However, these authors, dong with many others, have not reflected upon the 

whole body of evidence and, as a result have not nuanced Douglast religious perspective 

as it so deserves. 

The McLeods' biography of T.C. Douglas, ~ S Q & Q  

lemsakm (1 987), stands as a superb example of a political biography. As authors, who 

are deeply f ~ l i a r  with their subject, they recognize that Douglas was profoundly 

influenced by social gospel theology. Although they masterfùlly incorporate every 

avaiiable source in their work, it is marred by a rudimentary comprehension of social 

gospel theology. Their enviable sophistication, depth of reflection and entertainhg prose, 

which they use to explore the nuances of Douglas' career, is punctuated by such 

theological g S s  as proposing that theological pluraiism was the prime force that 

Ibid. Anthony W. Rasporich has made some efforts to address this in his essay 
"Utopia, Sect and Millennium in Western Canada, 1870-1 940," in l b p k t s ,  P r i u  
Prodr,gals : Fkdmgs in C-o~istory 1608 to Present 

. . (Toronto : McGraw- 
Hill Ryerson Limited, 1992), 23 1-3. 

Thomas and Ian McLeod, TPmmy Douglas : The Road to Jerusdm (Edmonton 
: Hurtig Publishers, l987), I 1-14, 18, 3 1-36, 48, 303. 

Joseph D. Ban, "Tornmy Douglas: A Case Study of the Conscientious Pastor," in 
NO. 3, S (1983) 256-268. 

*O Doris French Shackleton, (Toronto : McClelland and Stewart 
Lirnited, l975), 3 1, 56-7,76-7. 

l l George A Rawlyk, "Politics, Religion, and the Canadian Experience : A - .  . . 
Preliminary Probe," in ed. Mark A. Noll, 7 

d to the 1890s (New York : Oxford University Press, 1990) 269. 
l2 Thomas, l982,6O-l,349. 
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undemined the credibility of the Canadian social gospel movement. l3 Kenneth David 

~a l cone r l~  and John O u s s ~ r e n , ~ ~  in their respective and extensive examinations of 

Douglas1 thought, have gone little beyond the proposition that T.C. Douglas was an 

exponent of social gospel theology. L.D. Lovick, a literary scholar, has written a bief and 

penetrating cornrnentary on Douglas' theology which grasps the Biblical foundation of his 

religious thought. Yet this study is Iimited by its brevity.I6 Joseph. D. Ban also does not 

go beyond characterizhg Douglas as an exponent of social gospel theology. l7 Lastly, Ben 

Smillie, the respected theologian, citing Walter E. Ellis, suggests that Douglas, as a "social 

gospel Baptist", can be associated with a view that accepts "the inherent goodness of 

people". l8 Although this is an interesting proposition, it needs to be systematically 

demonstrated with Douglas' own writings and speeches. After dl, this is where the most 

l3  "In the decades f i e r  1920, the social gospel's combination of Christian 
reformism and tolerance, for other religious views, proved difficult to sustain. Afier dl, if 
God can be anything you want Him to be, why have a church?" McLeod, 18. Although 
the McLeods correctly understand that social gospel theology went banknipt in the late 
l92Os, their reading of it does not fit standard accounts of its causes. For a much more 
extensive and nuanced perspective on social gospel theology's collapse in Canada see 
Richard Allen, The So- S o m  : 1 inl4-?8 

. . 
(Toronto : University of Toronto Press). 

l4 Kenneth D. Falconer, Tnmmy Douglas 1930- 1944 : A Case StudaLPf 
So- (M. A. thesis, Regina : University of Regina, 1 978,) 1 06; 

Although Lipset does not examine Douglas' thought specifically, he does note the 
importance of reiigious ideas in socialist political parties in the British Commonwealth. 
Lipset, 169-1 7 1. 

. * .  . 
l5 John (Jan) Oussoren, Eram Pr- to P0hwu-1 : T.C. Douglas' Triinsitlan 

(D.Ed. dissertation, Toronto : Graduate Department of Education, The University of 
Toronto, 1993), chap. 5 passim. 

l6 L.D. Lovick, ed., -y D o u e l a s  : till power is bro- 
(Lantzville, British Columbia : Ooiichan Books, 1979), 1 1- 43 passim. Lovick's essay on 
Douglas' thought is only thirty-two pages. Perhaps ody four of these pages cm be said to 
focus on Douglas' religious ideas. See Lovick, 27-39. 

l7 Ban, 256-68. 
l 8  Ben Srnillie, BeyodAe S o d  Gospel : C W  Prot-m . . 

(Saskatoon : The United Church Publishing House and Fifth House Publishing, 199 1 ), 130; 
Walter E. Ellis, "Baptist Vision of the New Jerusalem in Western Canada," lecture, 
Hamilton, McMaster Divinity CoIlege, 16- 17, October l984,23 cited in Smillie 162. 

4 



substantial record of Douglas' religious thought is contained. lY It should be emphasized 

that the years between 1928 and 1950, when he graduated fiom Brandon College and the 

early years of his prerniership of Saskatchewan, were the most theologically productive in 

Douglas' life. Although the latter portion of this period, 1944-1 950, was interrupted by 

Douglas' duties as premier of Saskatchewan, his imagination remained fecund. In 1950, 

emulating President Franklin D. ~ o o s e v e l t , ~ ~  Douglas created a series of radio programs 

called the Fireside ciha& which described many of his basic theological arguments. 

Although Douglas rnay have spoken about theological issues later in his life, these ideas 

remain extensions of those assembled during this period. In light of this body of evidence, 

which has never been used as one resource before, 1 am proposing that this study, which 

incorporates the whole body of primary sources about Douglas' religious thought, will fil1 

a deep void in the literature about his life, career and theology. 

T.C. Douglas' theological thought is best understood in terms of its relationship 

with Walter Rauschenbusch and Reinhold Niebuhr. Rauschenbusch is known as the 

classic exponent of social gospel theology in the English speaking world. Reinhold 

Niebuhr is associated with a much more pessimistic theological position called Christian 

Realism. Conventionally, these theological positions have been understood as having 

opposite assumptions about the nature of the human condition and possibilities within it.21 

Recently, as pragmatism has been revitdized as a defensible philosophical position, these 

l9 Alan Whitehorn's cornrnentary upon what has been written about T.C. Douglas 
has been extrernely helphl in this thesis. See his essay, "Douglas and The Historians : 
What Writers Have Said About The Man, His Governrnent and His Place in The Party," in 
NeWeitXgyiew, May 1987,& Whitehorn, Canadian S o m  : Fssays on C.C.F.- . . 

NmD.P. 143-151. 
20 McLeod, 1 8 1-3. 
21 For an early effort to accomplish this see Reinhold Niebuhr, "Walter . . Rauschenbusch in Historical Perspective," in ed. Ronald H. Stone, Eaithand Polttics 

(New York: George Braziller, 1968), 36-46; Walter Rauschenbusch, . . Social (New York : The Macmillan Co., 1908; reprint, Louisville, Kentucky: 
Westminster/ John Knox Press, 1 Wl), xxiv->Wx passim. 

5 



theologies have been contrasted in new ways. To be specific, Rauschenbusch's and 

Niebuhr's respective theological positions can be understood as non-pragmatic and 

pragmatic views of the human situation.22 As a social gospeller, interested in pragmatism, 

T.C. Douglas articulated theological concepts that had parallels with both positions. In 

order to underscore this unique conceptual feature of his thought, 1 will use 

Rauschenbusch's and Niebuhr's respective views of the human condition as a framework 

for analysis. 

Before 1 enter the substance of this thesis, it is appropriate to discuss the logic of 

its structure. Chapter one will define the basic terms of this thesis and will flesh out the 

features of Rauschenbusch's and Niebuhr's theology and their respective relationships with 

pragmatism. As this thesis proceeds, 1 will gradually unveil Douglas' relationship with this 

philosophical tradition and then his relationship with these two theological positions. 

Chapter two is essentially a theological biography. Because this thesis is not another study 

of Douglas' poiitics, his importance in Saskatchewan's history or the development of the 

C.C.F. or N.D.P., it will not follow the noms that one might expect in a histoncal or 

political study. Instead, 1 will examine the events in Douglas' Iife that contnbuted to his 

unique theological perspective. Chapter three will examine this man's historicd position 

within the Canadian social gospel movement. I will examine the unique circumstances that 

gave him the opportunity to develop a new position. In chapter four, 1 will examine the 

historical circumstances that forced Douglas to couple pragmatic insights with social 

gospel theology. And lastly, chapter five will delineate the uneasy wedding of 

pragmatism, social gospel theology and liberal theology that defines his roughly formed 

theological position.23 

22 Robin W. Lovin, -Id . . 
(New York : 

University of Cambridge Press, 1995), 47, 82. 
23 Before beginning the text of this thesis 1 should note that T.C. Douglas, typical 

of linguistic and cultural noms of Canadians of his age, ofien used language that is now 
characterized as being sexist. One would be hard-pressed to show that a malicious intent 

6 



This study is an exercise in theological categorization. In essence, 1 am asking 

where the perspective of T.C. Douglas fits within the grand theological currents, 

which swept over North Arnerica, when he was refining his intellectual position. 

Between 1924 and 1940, Walter Rauschenbusch (1 86 1 - I 9 18) and Reinhold Niebuhr 

(1 892- 197 1 ) were the two most widely recognized and influentid Protestant 

t h e ~ l o g i a n s . ~ ~  Their theological writings represented completely difTerent views of the 

human situation that were both discredited and adopted by leading intellectuals in 

North Arnerica. In this chapter, I define their basic terrninology, describe how they 

can be used as a means of understanding Douglas' theology and discuss records of 

Douglas' religious reflections which lend themselves to such scmtiny. 

In Western intellectual culture, the seventeenth century movernents, called the 

Enlightenment, gave birth to two perspectives that have had a tremendous impact 

upon theology in the twentieth century. In Continental Europe, figures, such as 

Voltaire, Immanuel Kant and Jean-Jacques Rousseau urged people to look toward 

reason as the Iode-star to guide them through h i ~ t o r y . ~ ~  Individuals, often 

was betrayed by Douglas' speech patterns, because there is no evidence to support this 
proposition. In this essay, 1 am accurately citing Douglas, while being wholly aware that 
some aspects of his use of the English Ianguage may be offensive to contemporary readers. 

* .  

24 Linwood Urban, A (New York : Odord 
University Press, l986), 147-50; Lovin, 1-32 passim; West, 1 50-1 64 passim. 

25 For a classic examination of the Enlightenrnent's effect on Christian thought see 
William Hordern, A to Prot- (New York : Collier Books 
Macmillan Publishing Company, 1968), 29-50; For an o v e ~ e w  of the interaction of 
philosophic and theological ideas since the Enlightenment see Nancey Murphy, E&~cznd 

(Valley Forge, Pennsylvania : Tnnity Press International, 1996); . . . . 
Diogenes Allen, > W& (Louisville, KY : . . 
Westminster/John Knox Press, 1989); David Harvey, TheCondition&- 

7 



intellectuah, who claimed to be on the Slde or reason, now naa a new iegmmacy. 

They could guide humanity, fiom intolerance, superstition, habit, custom and tradition, 

into a brave and better new ~ o r l d . ~ ~  In the late nineteenth century, Albrecht Ritschl 

displaced Christian orthodoxy's low estimate of humanity's moral capacities with 

Kant's more optimistic estimate of the force of morality and reason in human 

consciousness. This union of Chnstianity and Kantianism constituted the fundamentals 

of the liberal theological traditi~n.~' True to Kant's tradition of moral reflection, it 

was marked by a sense of confidence and certainty that humanity could know what 

was right and could and should act on it.28 Although liberal theology remained 

dominant in Protestant circles in the early half of the twentieth century, other 

intellectual forces grew to displace it. 

The Enlightenment was not restricted to the European continent nor did ail the 

members of the movement share the sarne opinions. Its Anglo-Scottish branch, which 

was led by such figures as Edmund Burke, Adam Smith, David Hume and James 

~ a d i s o n , ~ ~  was skeptical about the brave assumption that reason could lead humanity 

into a better social order and tended to have a dim view of human beings' moral 

capacities. These people believed that human nature was complex and ambiguous and 

that many traditional social institutions, which had weathered the test of the 

(Cambridge, M. A. : Basil Blackwell, 1989). 

. . 26 Williston Waiker, Richard A. Nortis, David W. Lotz, et al., AJ3sjor-y of& 
Christian (New York : Charles Scribner's Sons, 1985) 571-72, 579,622-26,628, 
630, 668. . . 

27 Hans Schwarz, y c t i ~ h e o l o m c a l e  (Minneapolis : 
Fortress Press, 1995), 149- 1 55. 

28 After al1 Kant proclaimed that people should be guided by the following 
principle: "Act ody on the maxim through which you can at the same time will that it 
should become a universal law." Immanuel Kant,  CS of 
Morais, trans. H.J. Paton (New York : Harper Torchbooks, 1964), 89. 

29 Russell Kirk, The Roots of P micm Or& (Washington, D.C. : Regnery 
Gateway, 199 l), 374-90, 366,367, 358-68,434-36. 

8 



contingencies of history, irnplicitly reflected this. ï'hus, it rs not surpnsing tnar rnese 

people had considerable respect for the tradition of Christianity. Yet the American 

branch of t he Anglo-Scottish Enlightenment, led by such figures as Thomas Jefferson 

and Benjamin Franklin, was particularly interested in letting people experiment with 

new religious forms. In the wake of the American Revolution, with religious freedom 

enshrined in the United State's constitution, citizens of the new order could experiment 

with different forms of religious practice. ln the rnidst of this tradition of religious 

experimentation, the only available foundation for theology was to test its viability in 

social reality, coherence, cogency and relevance. This circumstance, coupled with the 

early Amencan tradition of testing concepts against people's experience of social 

reality,30 was the fertile social soi1 where theological pragmatisrn would emerge, grow 

and be refined into an intellectually respectable system of thought. 

Pragmatists maintain that scholars can not honestly cal1 themselves purveyors 

of truth, rnorality and beauty. Al1 scholars can do is produce intellectual constructs 

that the intelligentsia and wider population find credible, coherent and which can be 

venfied by experience. If these ideas appeal to these critena, they can be judged to be 

true. False constructs are seen to be too obscure, incredible or incoherent and 

unsupported by e ~ p e r i e n c e . ~ ~  The honest intellectual must ais0 know that truths are 

Even the French aristocrat, philosopher and respected cornrnentator on the 
noms of Arnerican society, Alexis de Tocqueville (1805-1 859), who arrived in the post- 
colonial America in 183 1, noted that Arnericans had little taste for the intellectually lofty 
and apparently endless philosophical debates that occupied European acadernics. Instead, 
he maintained that Arnericans tended to believe that true ideas were the ones that were 
affirmed by their experience of reality. Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in 
Abridged with an introduction by Thomas Bender, vol. 2 (New York : Modem Library 
College Editions, 183 5, 198 1) 294-297. 

l Reinhold Niebuhr, "Coherance, Incoherence, and Christian Faith," in Christian 
r o b l e ,  165. Jefiey Stout, Ethics M e r  Babel (Boston : Beacon 

Press, l988), 25. The intellectual implications of this are discussed in Robert L. Arrington, 
P-tives in -ry Moral J?- 

(Ithica : Corne11 University Press, 1 989), 1 1 9-3 1 .  
9 



necessarily pregnant with doubt because any idea cm lose its credibility in changing 

histoncal circumstance. 32 Hence, valuable intellectual constructions must hinge upm 

this irony of inquiry.33 Initially, fi y r e s  like C. S. Peirce and the fmous  William James 

formed pragmatism into a credible intellectual position.3J In late 1940s and early 

1950s, it was revived by intellectuals like Arthur Schlesinger, Lionel Trilling, Daniel 

Bell, Daniel Boorstin, Oscar Handlin and the theologian Reinhold ~iebuhr. 35 

Although a sense of confidence in the scholarly world eclipsed pragmatism's influence 

in the 1960 and 1970% it came to be respectable again.36 Pragmatisrn also marks a 

fundamental conceptuai divide between Walter Rauschenbusch's social gospel 

theology and Reinhold Niebuhr's Christian Redism. 

Intellectually, Walter Rauschenbusch was a product of the certainty of the 

nineteenth century and its liberal theology. M e r  becomlng the Baptist pastor for the 

miserable and poverty stricken parish of New York City's Hell's Kitchen, on June 1, 

1886, he concluded that Chnstians had an imperative to go beyond the search for 

personal salvation and to act against evil and suffering in ~ o c i e t y . ~ ~  As a graduate 

student in Germany, he imbibed the intellectual optirnism of the major liberal 

32 West, 69. 
33 West, 1 50-64; Richard Rorty, -es of Pragmahm (Minneapolis : 

University of Minnesota Press, l982), 1 72. 
Copleston, 304-3 5 1. For a discussion of Peirce's theology see Robert S. 

Corrington, An to C.S. P e k  (Lanham, Md : Rowrnan and Littlefield, 
1933), 68-72. For survey of pragmatism see Morton O. White, 
Amencan (New York : Oxford University Press, 197 1. ) 

35 Richard H. Pells, The J i b m  a Cornervative Age : . . 

(New York : Harper & Row, miblishers, l985), 130. 
For a good discussion of the relationship that Reinhold and his brother Richard Niebuhr 
had with pragrnatism see S. Mark Heim, "Prodigal Sons : D.C. Macintosh and the 
Brothers Niebuhr," Journal of Rebgioa . . 

65 (July, 1985) : 336-58. 
36 Andrew Feffer, The C u  Pr- Pro- . . ( Ithica, 

N.Y. : Corne11 University Press, 1993), 2. 
37 Rauschenbusch, l991,93; A.E. McGrath, Christian : An 

Introduçtion (OxFord : Blackwell, 1994), 340. 
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theologians of the day and concluded that human beings had a duty to build a sociai 

order called the "Kingdom of God on e a ~ - t h . " ~ ~  Liberal theology had usurped 

Christian orthodoxy's position that human beings were divided fiom the Divine by their 

sinful nature, with the postulate that this gap could be closed and society could 

become holy. Christians, through the clarity of mord insight granted by God's grace, 

coupled with reason, science and moral persuasion could hope to build a relatively 

sinless social order called the Kingdom of God on e a ~ t h . ~ ~  The impossible was 
. .  * 

understood, in this perspective, to be possible.J0 After he published 

S o w  (19 12) and A Theolngy of the S o t i a l a l ( 1 9 i  7), it became clear 

that Rauschenbusch was the foremost exponent of social gospel theology on the North 

American continent. Protestants now had the theological confidence, which had been 

carefûlly regulated by the strictures of orthodoxy in the past, to look at social evil with 

the same disdaifil confidence that the predator projects upon its wounded prey. 

38 Although Rauschenbusch was deeply influenced by the theology of Adolf von 
Harnack, it best to understand Rauschenbusch as an intelfectual child of Albrecht Ritchl. 
Harnack can be understood as a popularizer of Ritchl's views. Hordern, 49. For more 
information on Ritchl's influence see David L. Mueller, Anoduc- . . ofAlbrecht (Philadelphia : Westminster, 1969); Aibrecht Ritschl, 
Doctrine of J-n 1 The Positiye Dev-- 

.. . . . 
trans. H.R. Mackintosh, and A.B. Macaulay, (New York : Charles Scribner's 1900); 
Albrecht Ritschl, "Instruction in the Christian Religion," trans. Alice Mead Swing, in 
Albert Temple Swing, T h e y  of (London : Longmans, Green, and 
Co., 1901); John Orr, The (London : 
Hodden, 1905). For Ritschl's own statement of his theological position see A. Ritschi, 
"Introduction to the Christian Religion" & "Theology and Metaphysics," in mec J?= 
(Philadelphia : Fortress Press, 1972). 

'"or a supurb discussion of Rauschenbusch's concept of human nature see D.B. . . 
Meyer, Thie Protestant S e a r c h  Po- t 9 1 9-1 941 (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of  California Press, I %O), 130- 144 passim.. 

See Walter Rauschenbusch, "The Genesis of Christianity and the Social Crisis," 
in -al Seminary Rialletin. (November 19 18), 5 1-2; Walter 
Rauschenbusch, "The Kingdom of God," in Clevefand's Y o m  January 9, 19 13. 
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The homors of World War One shook European scholars fiom their stupor and 

forced them to recognize that liberal theology's assumptions about humanity's moral 

and rational capacities and the potentiai for these to guide them into a better future 

were unfounded. The mass brutality, inhumanity and sheer horror of trench warfare 

forced them to realize that reason and technologicd progress had only made humans 

more dangerous. Civilization only appeared to be a thin veneer covering the truly 

simian features of human nature. In response, the Swiss theologians Ernile Bninner 

and Karl Barth turned to the texts of Christian on ho do^^.^^ The teachers of Christian 

orthodoxy, living in a world that f iords few pretensions about humanity's moral 

capacities, presented a much darker image of humanity. Calvin, Luther, St. Augustine 

and other great minds in the Christian tradition presented humans as creatures with a 

tendency to defer to their own selfish interests. As weli, these men presented al1 

human creations, no matter how inteiiectually piquant, technically proficient or 

beautifid, as necessarily flawed and thus vulnerable to  the forces of caprice within the 

~ n i v e r s e . ~ ~  Humanity was not the master of creation; it was only a creature within it. 

In the United States, the experience of the Great Depression, of the 193 Os, had 

a similar effect upon Liberal Christian theology. The poverty, misery, econornic and 

social chaos of the decade, the growth of fascism in Europe and Stalin's moraily 

debased efforts to build a communist society in the Soviet Union shook intellectuals' 

faith that reason and moral reflection could brace humanity fiom the caprice, cruelty 

and tragedy of h i s t 0 1 - y ~ ~  But other developments were also creating a climate where 

the smug intellectual security of the nineteenth century was being undermined. In 

science, in the early 1930s, quantum mechanics and Einstein's special and general 

For a good discussion of the circurnstances which surround the nse of neo- 
orthodoxy see Hordern, 1 1 1 -129. 

42 Ibid. 
43 Daniel Bell, W o o f  : On -- . . 

& f k s  (Cambridge, Massachusetts : Harvard University Press, 1988), 299-3 14. 
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theory of relativity shattered the certainties of the Newtonian world and the 

mathematician Kurt Godel showed that logic operates in boundaries and patterns 

which reason cannot j u s t i ~ . ~ ~  No credible intellectual dared to maintain that reason, 

science and scholariy reflection would simply lead humanity to some sort of utopia. 

The idea was b a n h p t .  Reinhold Niebuhr's Christian Realist theology was an effort to 

find intellectuai accommodation in this burgeoning age of epistemological, moral and 

even aesthetic uncertainty. J5 

In early 1928, Reinhold Niebuhr, a young, bold, impertinent, and prolific 

academic at Union Theologian Seminary, decided that European theological 

scholarship had correctly assessed the human c ~ n d i t i o n . ~ ~  After graduating from Yale 

DiWiity school, and studying under the great Christian Pragmatist Douglas Clyde 

~ a c ~ n t o s h , ~ ~  Niebuhr forsook doctoral studies and, on August 1, 19 1 5, traveled to 

Detroit and took up the role of Geman Evangelical Synod clergyman in Bethe1 

Evangelical Church. His histrionic preaching style and prose, active involvement in 

4J June Bingham, Courage to Change : An Introduction to 1- 
Id Niebiahr (New York : Charles Scribner's Sons, 196 l), 264-5. 
j5 Bell, 300, 302,3  1 1. It was the young Niebuhr who wrote "There doesn't seem 

to be much malice in the world. There is simply not enough intelligence to conduct the 
intricate affairs of a complex civilization." Reinhold Niebuhr, Lieam- 

d Cynk (Chicago : Willett, Clark, and Colby, 1929), 43. Similar motifs are . . .  . . . . -Av in the Sad apparent in his first book, Poes CiviIi- Need . .  . . .  . 
ces and (New York : Macmillian, 1927). 

For a riviting exposition of this theme in Niebuhr's career, see Emest F. Dibble, b u g  
for S o c i a l  (Washington, D.C. : 

University Press of Arnerica, 1977), 26-95. 
46 Lovin, 39. 
J7 Douglas Clyde Macintosh ed., (New York : Macmillan, 

193 1), v. For more commentary on Macintosh's 1Ze and character see John T. Noonan, 
e R e l i e v e r  Are (New York : Macmillian, 1987) 229; West, 153; 

Under Macintosh, Niebuhr was primarily exposed to the pragrnatism of William James. 
See William James, The Will to B&me (Cambridge : Harvard University Press, 1979), 45; 
William James, T a l k s t o  on hyduhgy (Cambridge : Harvard University Press, . . 1983); William James, 9 (Cambridge : Harvard University 
Press, 1 982). 
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civic politics and the Amencan socialtst party, and open Jack 01 Iear or Henry rora ana 

his thugs' efforts to suppress the burgeoning union movement, brought him to the 

centre of the city's political life. Through the brutal contingencies of experience, 

Niebuhr found liberal theology's ethic largely irrelevant and began to foster a tough- 

minded faith that allowed him to reject the liberal theology of the day and critically 

interpret what European theologians like Brumer and Barth were doing. At Union 

Theological Seminary, in New York, the urban centre of Arnerican intellectual life in 

the period,48 he combined Christian orthodoxy and pragmatism into a new credible 

t h e o ~ o ~ y ~ ~  Its influence stretched well beyond the realms of the ~hurch,~* because he 

articulated Christianity in a form that American Protestants in diplomatic, military and 

political circles found to be a practical mord guide in the caprice, tenor and anxiety of 

World War Two and then the Cold War. 

N i e N  

Walter Rauschenbusch's and Reinhold Niebuhr's understandings of the human 

situation are derived fiom their respective concepts of human nature. Walter 

Rauschenbusch, true to the social science of his day, argued that human beings codd 

J8 Richard W. Fox, -Nir : A R i o m  (New York : Pantheon, 
1985), 49, 55. 

j9 Reinhold Niebuhr, "Coherence, Incoherence and Christian Faith," in Christian 
r o b b  (New York : Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953), 1 5 5. For 

commentary on Niebuhr's pragrnatism see his interview in June Bingham, 
oduc of (New York : 

Charles Scribner's Sons), 83; Fox, 34. As well see Arthur Schlesinger Jr, "Reinhold 
Niebuhr's Role in Arnerican Political Thought and Life," ed. Charles Kegley & Robert W. . . . . 
Bretall in v r  : ( k w  York : 
Pilgrim Press, 1956, 196 1 ), 195-6; Paul Tillich, " Reinhold Niebuhr's Doctrine of 
Knowledge," Charles Kegley & Robert W. Bretall, 36; Richard Wightman Fox, Rernfiold 

-(New York : Pantheon Books, 1985), 32; West, 150-164. For 
more recent scholarly cornrnentary on Niebuhr's pragrnatism see Lovin, 41 - 54 passim. 

50 For an excellent assessrnent of Niebuhr's life see Charles C. Brown, Nieb- 
Twe* Ce- (Philadephia : 

Trinity Press International, 1 992), 246-5 1 .  
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overcome the egoism or selfishness rooted deep in their consci~usness,'~ by tostenng 

altmistic tendencies that ernerge in adoles~ence,~~ through religious institutions, the 

community, education and the f a r n i ~ ~ . ~ ~  He was interested in creating "a regenerated 

personality . . . a will which sets justice above policy profit , and . . . an intellect 

emancipated from f a l s e h ~ o d . " ~ ~  He envisioned nothing less than "a new type of 

Christian" who acts in society, wins over others to the task of social reconstmction, 

expands the realm of religious duty to include social redemption, and recruiting 

various professions to the service to God and His people.55 Ultimately, he envisioned 

the forces of light and darkness or sdvation and sin, manifest in social movement, 

locked in a battle for the fiiture of humanity. He wrote, 

Sin is a social force. It runs from man to man dong the lines of social 
contract. Its impact on individuals becomes most overwhelming when 
sin is most completely socialized. Salvation, too, is a social force. It is 
exerted by groups that are charged with divine will and love. It 
becomes durable and complete in the measure in which the individual is 
built into a social organism that is mled by justice, cleanness, and love. 
A fiil1 salvation demands a Christian social order which will serve as the 
spiritual environment of the ind i~ idua l .~~  

Christians, inspired by God, would have the strength and direction to battle evil and 

redeem society from sin. They aimed to build an order, barren of c ~ e r c i o n , ~ ~  based on 

brotherly love. Although Rauschenbusch believed that some suffering would always 

persist in the human situation, much of it could be removed? In his mind, Christians 

51 Walter Rauschenbusch, A Theolog for the S o d  Goiaspel (New York : The 
Macmillan Company, 19 1 7), 92-3. 

52 Rauschenbusch, 1 99 1,309- 10. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Ibid., 349,3 5 1. 
55 Ibid., 352-7. 
56 W. Rauschenbusch, the -1 Ordw (New York : Macmillan, 

1912), 116. 
57 Ibid., 67. 
58 Ibid., 421. 
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had clear choices to make about joining or obstmcting the iorces ot nghteousness in 

society. 

Reinhold Niebuhr's view of the human consciousness did not allow the 

intellectual luxury of ~ e r t a i n t ~ . ~ ~  In his magntrm optrs, the N a t u r e y  of Man 

(1949), he found the intellectuai resources to describe hurnan nature in the Old 

Testament and in the writings of Christian Orthodo~y. Paradoxically, human beings 

are creatures "known and loved by God" and upon reflection we tend to want to obey 

His will and act e t h i ~ a l l ~ , ~ ~  but tragically we do not have the resources to do this? 

Niebuhr tumed toward St. Augustine's reflections on the transcendent and existentid 

self in human consciousness for an e ~ ~ l a n a t i o n . ~ ~  This is a view of humans who are 

creatures that can stand in and above experience of their animal, bodily or existentid 

self 63 They can do this, respectively, through their imagination, memory and capacity 

for reasoned reflection? Human creativity and sin is spawned from the tension 

between these two aspects of consciousness. Our ability to  imagine our situation in 

different tenns than its current state, drives us to affect the world, create and 

i n n o ~ a t e . ~ ~  Yet when we imagine ourselves capable of producing ideas, assessments 

and principles that cannot be wrong and things that will never collapse, or fail and will 

59 Arthur Schlesinger Ir. perceptively observed of Niebuhr, in an essay comparing 
his thought to WilIiam James, that Niebuhr "shared with William James a vivid sense of 
the universe as open and unfinished, always incomplete, always fertile, always effervescent 
with novelty. Where James called it a "pluralist universe," Niebuhr would cal1 it a 
"dynarnic universe"; but the sense of reality as untamed, strearning and provisional was 
vital for both. Sirnilady both revolted against the notion that this unpredictable universe 
could be caught and contained in any closed philosophical system." Schlesinger, 1956, 
195-6. 

60 Reinhold Niebuhr, The Natureend of Man : A C- . . 
.7 

vol. 1, Human (New York : Charles Scribner's Sons, 194 1, 1964), 12- 18. 
61 Ibib., 1-12. 
62 Ibid., 178-207 passim. 
63 Ibid. 

Ibid., 156. 
65 Ibid., 25 1-254; Brown, 78. 
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remam eternal,uu we are saymg that we are more than creatures trappea in Our 

historical condition. We are effectively arguing that we can transcend Our 

creaturehood and historical situation. This is the sin of pride.67 It is considered sin or 

rebellion against God because transcendence over history is a position reserved for the 

~ iv ine :~  not s t a t e ~ m e n , ~ ~  inte~lectuals,~~ or social  reformer^.^' Conversely, people 

engage in the sin of sensuaiity when they attempt to  escape the vicissitudes of history 

by indulging their sense experiences in the fonn of food, alcohol, sex, the imagination 

or some other e ~ ~ e r i e n c e . ' ~  Traditionally, orthodox Christian thinkers have viewed 

sensuality as the sin of the pathetic, and tumed their verbal weapons upon pride 

because it is the sin of the powerful.73 In prophetic tones, Reinhold Niebuhr aimed his 

message at Protestant intellectuals, statesmen, diplomats, soldiers and other leaders. 

He wanted them to comprehend the implicit moral irony and ambiguity of their 

actions. His view that the human situation was inevitably defined by sin, evil and 

uncertainty, effectively divided him fiom Rauschenbusch's much more optimistic 

views. 

So how does one go about comparing T.C. Douglas' religious thought with the 

theological positions of Walter Rauschenbusch and Reinhold Niebuhr? Despite 

Douglas' excellent theological education, he had little interest in expressing his thought 

in a systematic form. Although his ideas are sporadically contained in his speeches, 

interviews, journal articles, and radio programs, they betray common themes and 

conclusions that parallel those of both Reinhold Neibuhr and Walter Rauschenbusch. 

66 Niebuhr, 194 1, 182-6. 
67 Ibid., 188-194. 
68 Ibid., 186-93. 
6u Ibid., 197-8. 
70 Ibid., 194- 197. 
71 Ibid., 199-203. 
72 Ibid., 228-240. 
73 Ibid., 209-228. 



The nature of these sources 1s not problematic; ratner, tne process or compmng rrieiI 

contents with these scholars' position requires sorne discussion. 

An essential difference between Walter Rauschenbusch and Reinhold Niebuhr 

resides in their respective emphases on certainty and uncertainty in the human situation. 

The recognition of ambiguity in moral, theological and aesthetic realrns demarcates the 

end of Walter Rauschenbusch's influence. AH of the propagators of social gospel theology 

agree that Christians had fairly clear choices in the political, economic and socid realrn~.~' 

In essence, they had little sense of the moral ambiguity of their choice. Although this 

made them cornmitted activists, it negated their ability to act effectively in politics. They 

were not able to see, as Reinhold Niebuhr's Christian Realism emphasized, that efforts to 

perpetrate good are ofien tainted with e v i ~ . ~ ~  Social gospel theology, as an ideology, is 

not noted for its sense of irony. Its leaders were people with few doubts about the good 

they were perpetrating, the righteousness of their aims and God's approvd of their efforts. 

Christian Realism, by contrast, recognizes the irony implicit in human action. Thus 

theological, literary, scientific, and other serious scholdy productions must reflect the 

doubt that is manifest in a reflective mind which comprehends the capricious nature of 

history. Concepts of God, Christianity's intellectual prestige, moral certitude and other 

realms tend to reflect this principle.76 In this study, I will show that Douglas' theological 

thought reflected many of the characteristics of Christian Realism while being wholly 

rooted in the language of Rauschenbusch's social gospel theology. 

74 Hordern, 86. 
75 Lovin, 72-4. 
76 Ibid., 56-60. 
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This chapter will highlight the discrepancies in standard biographical accounts of 

T.C. Douglas' life. Conventionally, histories of T.C. Douglas' childhood, youth, schooling 

and bief career as a clergyman, emphasize his association with social gospel theology. It 

is extremely difficult to refute this proposition, about his life, within the current body of 

evidence. Yet one can also argue, with considerable cogency, that he was the product of 

an unconventional interpretation of social gospel theology. This chapter will examine the 

elements of T.C. Douglas' life, between 1904-1 950, which allowed him to develop a 

pragmatic approach to social gospel theology which resulted in positions that paralleled 

those of Niebuhr's Christian Realism. 

Thomas Clement Douglas was bom on October 20, 1904, in Cameron, the 

industrial part of Falkirk, Scotland, the son of a journeyman iron-molder. In al1 

probability, like most working class Scots, the Douglas family lived in a one or two room 

stone tenement house that was within walking distance of the f o ~ n d ~ . ~ ~  In the midst of 

these humble beginnings, T.C. Douglas and his two younger sisters, Nan and Isobel were 

immersed in an atmosphere of piety, intense religious and political debate and open 

denominational dissent.78 T.C. Douglas' mother, AM Douglas, the daughter of a Baptist 

lay minister, appears to have led the family's spintuai life by promoting regular Sunday 

worship within the home.79 This practice fostered an enduring religious commitment in 

Douglas. 

77 T.C. Srnout, Amof Scottl&&QpPeaole : 1830-1950 (New Haven : Yale 
University Press, l986), 202. 

78 Thomas, l982,4; Oussoren, 85. 
79 McLeod, 1 7; Thomas, l982,2O- 1. 
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The faith of the Douglas farnily had little room for intellectual certainties or 

deference to religious authority. Am's father, Andrew Clement, lived in close proximity 

to the Douglas' home and he spent significant arnounts of time with young Douglas. This 

grandfather's effect was to reinforce his daughter's values and the value of principled 

religious dissent. Andrew, who joined the Plymouth Brethren in his twenties, deeply 

admired the bravery of the sect's founders who broke from the established church and 

faced persecution for their beliefs. However, in time, the sect's conformist tendencies 

grated with his values. Andrew, who was becoming deeply involved in the Scottish 

cooperative movement, grew intolerant of the Brethrens' passive economic e~hos. These 

were Christians who viewed history fatalistically. The past, present and future were a 

manifestation of God's will. The Brethren reasoned that the will to affect one's condition 

was also the impulse to rebel against ~ o d . ~ O  Andrew, apparently not willing to accept this 

logic, became a Baptist lay preacher.81 Similady, Douglas' father, Thom, an active trade 

unionist, was also something of a religious rebel. He broke with his family's tradition of 

Presbyterianism because of encounters with clergy who did not support organized 

labour.82 In retrospect, Douglas viewed the actions of these figures as admirable, and he 

learned to put a high premium upon principled religious dissent. 83 

Thomas Douglas, T.C. Douglas' paternal grandfather, an iron-worker, the son of a 

successful civic politician, a prominent Liberal party rnember, portrait painter and self- 

styled intellectual, was a considerable force in his early life. Theologically, Thomas' 

greatest influence upon T.C. Douglas was that he fostered the youngster's love of Robert 

For a rationale of this position see C.1. Scofield, Addresîes on Pro?& (New 
York : A.C. Gabelein, 1 91 O), 4 1. This is also afirmed in C.A. Baass, 
D_isDensationalism (Grand Rapids : Wm. B Eerdmans PubIishing Co., 1960) and H.A. 
Ironside, A of the B r e t h  Movement (Grand Rapids : Zondervan 
Pubiishing House, 1942). 

Thomas, l982,2; Falconer, 102. 
82 %id. 
83 McLeod, 8. 



Burns' poetry. As a child, Uouglas Iistened to his granoratner recite tne poer-s worK ano 

saw how citing its contents could settle heated arguments about politics, philosophy or 

theology among his father and his ~ncles.~.' Thomas Douglas appeared to have 

understood Bums' poetry as an eloquent and insightful expression of the injustices which 

affect the lives of working-class ~ c o t s . ~ ~  In part, Burns' poetry stirred Thomas' own 

resolve to address these grievances by participating in the political process.86 

Thomas and Ian McLeod maintained that the poetry of this Scottish nationalist, 

social critic, and master of the working-man's vernacular had a considerable influence over 

Douglas' ideas about God, Creation and the human situation.87 Bums' idea that human 

beings were judged before God on their merit and not their social rankg8 appealed to him. 

Yet, Ian and Hector McLeod speculate that Douglas found "in Bum's theology the 

reflection of his own thinking about the eternal tmths." They go on to describe the ideas 

that Douglas acquired fiom Burns. They wite, 

84 Thomas, 1 982, 1 1. The fact that Douglas has an amazing memory helped him 
recall the content of their conversations later in life. Douglas himself recounted, "I've been 
fortunate in having a very good memory. It's not as good as it was. As a student 1 was 
able to read a column or an editorial in the Free Press three times, and then 1 could recite 
it. 1 can actually see the words and simply read them. I've done it fiom force of habit, but 
1 never thought that it was any gift." Thoma, 1982,345, 

85 Ibid., 2,9- 1 1 passim. 
86 McLeod, 7-8. 
87 McLeod, 9. 
88 Although there is a tendency in North America to look at Robert Burns as 

sirnply a poet, Scottish scholars have underscored that this constitutes a gross 
rnisrepresentation of Burn's impact in Scotland. Rather, as T.C. Smout,1986, 202, 
emphasizes, Bum was as much an inspirational political radical as he was a poet in the 
minds of working-class Scots. See Tony Dickson, Captaband C l l a d & a t h d  
(Edinburgh : Edinburgh University Press, 1982), Henry Meikle, Scotland French 
Revolution (Glasgow : Glasgow University Press, 19 12). Also see Joan M. Smith, 

cts of 
unpublished 

Edinburgh University Ph.D. thesis, 198 1. 
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The poet of Scotland demonstrated a tàith in a benevolent Lreator wrn 
whorn he [Douglas] preferred to deal directly, and a conviction that God's 
sacred nature pervaded the whole of his ~ r e a t i o n . ~ ~  

Between 19 10 and 192 1, T.C. Douglas was exposed to a number of variants of 

social gospel theology which had a tremendous impact upon his theological development. 

In 1 9 1 0, his fat her moved his family to the working-class and et hnically diverse north end 

of Winnipeg. ANI Douglas, like many Evangelicals, becarne involved in the various 

institutions of the rising Canadian social gospel movement. She began to work in the 

social seMce centre called "The All People's Mission", which was directed by the highly 

respected social gospeller the Rev. J. S. Woodsworth. T.C. Douglas spent time in the 

mission, in the shadow of this man's prestige and he grew to admire Woodsworth and 

respect his idea~s.~* 

M e r  19 1 1, Douglas' life underwent a great deal of upheaval. In a Winnipeg 

school yard, he acquired an osteomyelitic infection in his leg, 91 that plagued him for the 

rest of his life. As well, Thom Douglas enlisted in the Scottish 12th Field Ambulance with 

the intent of serving his country in World War One; unfortunately a soldier's salary did not 

sustain his farnily in Canada. Consequently, his father moved his young family back to 

Glasgow so that they could live with Am's parents. The family's financial hardships, 

during the war, forced T.C. Douglas, against the will of his father, to drop out of school 

and work in a barber shop and a cork f a c t o ~ y . ~ ~  Ironically, this penod was also one of 

intellecnial and religious growth in Douglas' life because Glasgow was a centre of 

political, social and theological ferment. 

8s McLeod, 7-8. 
90 ibid., 1 1. 

T.C. Douglas' interview by lan McLeod, Saskatchewan April 26, 
1985. " Thomas, 1 982,2 1-2. 
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bvangelicaiism haCl an imponam roie ln ureaL ~ ~ i ~ a i r i  s ~ U I I L I U Z I  IILG U R  riir; i a r b  

nineteenth and early twentieth century. Since John Wesley had formalized the evangelical 

tradition of eschewing theology and emphasizing religious expenence into a body called 

the Methodist Church; these Christians had gone beyond the search for personal salvation 

and sought to redeem society. Their influence was so prominent, that some scholars have 

speculated that these Chnstians effectively usurped the forces that rnight have produced a 

violent social revolution on British soil, which might have paralleled the French 

~ e v o l u t i o n . ~ ~  Initially, their influence was manifest in the British Liberal Party through 

the leadership of William E. Gladstone, one of the nation's greatest prime m i n i s t e r ~ . ~ ~  The 

pious political leader directed wide legislative efforts to better the lot of working people 

and to humanize the industrial order of Britain's urban centres. As the Victorian Age 

dawned, the focus of the Evangelical ethos moved fkom the Liberal Party to the Labour 

Party which was founded in 1900.~~ This Party, which sought the support of the British 

working class and affiliated itself with Evangelical clergy and union leaders, had an 

electoral platforrn that included such proposed measures as redistributhg wealth, 

eliminating social pnvilege and expanding democratic in~t i tu t ions .~~ In essence, its 

allegiance with the label "socialism" had more to do with the spirit of Evangelical piety 

than any amount of reflection based on the texts of ~ a r x . ~ ~  The evidence clearly indicates 

93 Kirk, 336-7. 
94 For an entertainhg investigation into the depths which Evangelical Christianity . . 

aficted Gladestone's daily thoughts see Gertrude Hirnrnelfarb, & De-- 
etv : F r ~ m  Vict~nan rtues to ModeniJ!abs (New York : Vintage Books, 1994), 

24-6,96-7, 192. 
95 Shackleton, 20. 
Y6 A classic statement of the development of the British Labour Party can be found . . 

in G.D.H. Cole, A o r y  of W o r k i n g .  : 1789-1947 
(London : George Allen and Irwin Limited, 193 7, 1948). For a statement of the British 
Labour Party's values and aims see W .T. Roger, and B. Donahue, B Peo- 
hdhmglt (London : Thames & Hudson, l966), 26. 

97 The standard scholarly definition of Evangelicalism can be found in D.W. 
a - .  . . 

Bebbington, a in A W o r y  1730s to the 1980s 
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that by World War One, 1914, the Labour Party's ideas were influential within non- 

conforrnist churches and the leading quarters of organized labour. 

Glasgow has always been characterized by debate and intellectual dissent. 

Politically, its literate and well organized working class population has created a welcome 

home for Social Dernocrats, Manrists, and the Labour  art^.^^ It was in this city that Keir 

Hardie broke fiom the Labour Party and formed the Scottish Independent Labour Party 

(S.I.L.P.). Hardie, as a professed socialist, whose ideology owed more to the Gospels 

than any European social theotist, aiined to underscore the importance of ethical and 

religious ideals in public lifeSg9 Although his ability to intluence and inspire the Labour 

Party to follow his cause was limited, he represented a Stream of religious-political 

thought that was prominent in the life of Glasgow; and T.C. Douglas had ample exposure 

to it. In later years, he recounted going to Glasgow Green, or the city park, and listening 

to Hardie's brother in dissent, Jimrny Maxton, one of the city's most colourfù1 and 

outspoken socialists politicians, berate the war effort, appeal to people's Christian ethics, 

and urge them to use democratic means to support and build a socialist society. loO 

(London : Unwin Hyman, 1989). Mark No11 maintains that this is one of the most usefui 
general definitions of Evangelicalism. Mark A. Noll, The of the Ev- 
(Leicester, England : Inter-Varsity Press, 1994), 8. Although Bebbington discusses the 
relationship between Evangelicals and the Labour Party, S.M. Lipset supplies a less 
opaque and more concise explanation of why there has been a close association between 
the Labour Party and Evangelicalism. He gives the following reasons "(1) the Anglo- 
Saxon left-wing movements never accepted a Mmist  theoretical approach to  socialism 
with its initial antagonism to organized religion, (2) the strong nonconformist churches in 
the British countries were primarily poor men's churches, whose rninisters often took part 
in the organization of workers' parties, and (3) the Catholic Church [as a potential 
challenger to these other churches and their political activities] has been relatively weak in 
the British Commonwealth. " Lipset, 169. 

98 Smout, A Ce- of T b e ~  8-9,27, 49-9, 87-8, 261-2 passim; 
Shackleton, 20. 

99 Thomas, 1982, 16-8,20. 
'O0 Shackleton, 19. 
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The Evangelical Churches of Glasgow were also forums tor speeches about tne 

moral merits of socialism. Even Glasgow's Evangelical clergymen, who often were 

Labour politicians, had a long standing tradition of airing their political views in the 

context of their sermons. lol On Sundays, Ann Douglas, sometirnes in the Company of her 

parents, took her children to the local Baptist Church.lo2 Douglas, who recounted being 

exposed to these figures, gained familiarity with the principle that it was legitimate to mix 

discussions of religion and politics in the pulpit. 

It is wrong to argue that T.C. Douglas was simply influenced by social gospel 

theology because he spent a large portion of his life in a much more conservative forrn of 

Christian practice. After Tom Douglas retumed home from World War One, in 19 19, and 

moved his family back to Winnipeg, Ann Douglas and the children began attending Beulah 

Baptist Church. lo3 In this congregation, the search for personal salvation took 

precedence over any other consideration. Douglas' involvement in the congregation was 

considerable. He was active in the youth wing of the Masons or the Order of DeMolay, 

drama, boxing, the Boy Scouts and worship services. Although Douglas was skeptical of 

the conservative theology in the church, it does appear to have had some effect on his 

thinking. Stanley Knowles recounted, that while he and Douglas were not 

fundamentalists, when they entered seminary, their religious ideas were relatively 

narrow. lo4 But this was not the whole story. Douglas appears to have been navigating 

the tensions between the credibility of the Christian practice of his cburch and the social 

gospel theoiogy. 

There are considerable reasons to think that Douglas was prompted to explore 

other venues of Christian theoiogy than the one in his Baptist ~hurch.  lo5 J.S. 

loi Ibid., 20 
fiid. 

lo3 M. Talney, taped rnemoirs, May 1986. cited in McLeod, 17. 
Stanley Knowies' telephone intewiew, Feb. 12, 1990. cited in Oussoren, 96. 

los Oussoren, 91-2. 
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printers' union went on stnke, it found itself at odds with major portions ot the Canadian 

social gospel movement; fùrthermore, these Christians' disdain for strikes and their cal1 for 

solutions to be found in brotherly love effectively discredited them among the union. l l2 

But the radical social gospellers, such as J.S. Woodsworth, Emest Thomas and Salem 

Bland, were probably more appealing to the printers. M e r  al1 these Christians supported 

stnkes as a means of bettering working conditions. Thus, it is quite probable that T.C. 

Douglas was being introduced to critical and supportive evaluations of the social gospel 

movement within the social circles of the print shop. 

In the spring of 1924, Douglas and Mark Talney decided to enter Brandon 

College. They chose this institution for theological and financial reasons. It was a 

bastion of liberal and social gospel theology in the Baptist cornrnunity. l3 It also supplied 

opportunities for students to supplement their income by preaching in the surrounding 

comrnunity. l l No matter what mixture of motivations prompted Douglas to enter the 

college, its scholars had a considerable impact upon his theology. 

Theologically, Brandon College was at the epicenter of the great theological 

debate of the twentieth century. As an institution, it was cornmitted to fiee, rigorous and 

critical thought by educated clergy and lay people who were unthreatened by modem 

scholarship. l l5 In tangible terms, what this meant is that its faculty and many students 

were not especially deferential to the d o p a ,  doctrines, symbols and theological 

arguments of t he conservative ecclesiast ical authorities of the Baptist Church. The 

precipitant tensions culminated in the school's break with the Baptist Union of Western 

Canada by 1938. Baptist authorities' outrage at the generously fostered intellectual 

l2 Allen, 175- 196 passim. 
l 3  Knowles, S., interview by John Oussoren, Wed., ApriI 30, 1930, cited in 

Oussoren, 96. ' l4 McLeod, 17; Oussoren, 96. 
l5 Ibid., 19-20. 



disobedience of the school was oniy a symptom or a iarger rneoiogicai cieavagt. LiiaL 

pervaded Christ endorn. 

In 1924, when T.C. Douglas entered Brandon College, liberal theology and 

Christian fundamentalism were becoming locked in a theological conflict. The liberal 

theologian, H.E. Fosdick, comrnented that the "centre of gravity" in Christian life had 

shifted from the gospel to "the prevalent intellectual concept of our time." l l6 In essence, 

the legitimacy of Scripture, as a font of tnith, was declining in relationship to "experience" 

or empiricd observations of the natural world. In 1922, this crisis was heightened when 

conservative Baptists in the United States lost the Scopes "Monkey Trial" and were 

subsequently forced to accept the presence of Darwin's theory of evolution in children's 

school curriculum. The conflict between science and religion caused conservative 

Christians to panic. In their eyes, it appeared as if faith had no place in the modem 

world. l l7 At Brandon College, the scholarly response to the apparent conflict between 

science and religion was to reforrnulate religion so that it was consonant with the 

scholarship of modernity . This effectively allied them with liberal t heology . 

The atmosphere of academic fieedom, rationai inquiry and debate, which pervaded 

Brandon College, gripped T.C. Douglas' imagination. It was here that Douglas completed 

his high school equivalency and his B.A. in theology. The New Testament scholar Dr. 

H.L. MacNeill, a product of the University of Chicago and such liberal scholars as Emest 

deWitt Burton, Edgar J. Goodspeed and Shailor Mathews were formidable forces in 

Douglas' intellectual life. ' ls As a scholar and a student of Shailor Mathews, MacNeill had 

probably studied most of the writings on social gospel theology and was aware of 

l l6 H.E. Fosdick, 31ie J . iv ing of M e  Day, . . 
(New York, 1956), 245. 

l l7 For an excellent interpretation of how fundamentalism has sought 
accommodation within the modem world see Hordem, 5 1-73. . . 

l lB J.R.C. Perkin, ed., Summer Sououl : F I  
Teacher. Churxhmm (Hamilton, Ont. : McMaster Divinity College, 

1969), 5-8. 
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Mathews' criticism of the scholarly foundations of social gospel theology or its propositron 

that human beings were capable of living in accordance with Christ's ethic of absolute 

selfless love. l l9 Thus, even though Douglas recounted that MacNeill thought of the 

Kingdom of God as a historical possibility which Christians had an imperative to build, it is 

likely that McNeill's presentation of this theology was more critical in tone. As Douglas 

recounted, McNeill "had a profound influence on me. . .. [i]n the aggregate, it [his 

teachings] liberalized my views." 120 Given the intellectual backdrop of Brandon College, 

it is likely that Douglas meant that he becarne increasingly open to liberal theology and 

other manifestations of modem scholarship. 

In the spring of 1930, Douglas graduated fkom Brandon College. This young and 

charming clergyman, with his wife, the former Irma Dempsey, whom he married on 

August 30, 1930, took his first parish in Saskatchewan. On May 4, 1930, he took charge 

of Calvary Baptist Church in Weyburn and the Stoughton Baptist Church. Undoubtedly, 

his eariy sermons resembled the ones in his practice-preaching parish, 121 where he was 

entertaining as well as inspiring. The Baptist deacons of Weyburn made the following 

report about Douglas' ability to conduct a week-long prayer retreat. 

... the Christian Messages so ably interpreted and forcefùlly applied by Mr. 
Douglas .. . were practical and helpful far beyond human ability to measure 
... We are gratefùl to Our Heavenly Father for the influence of these 
meetings upon Our Church life, for the Decision made and the additions to 
the membership of our Church through the Baptisms that followed. 122 

IlY K. Cauthen, "Introduction: The Life and Thought of Shailer Mathews," in S. . . 
Mathews, Jesus on S o c i a l  (Philadelphia : Fortress Press, 1928,197 1 ), xxi. 

120 Thomas, 1982, 50. 
l2 " Why we fail as Christians", "The Gospel in a Nutshell", "God Provides Food 

for Every Bird, but He Doesn't Throw it in the Nest", and "The Wornan who was a 
Hustler in the Church". McLeod, 26-7. 

122 T.C. Douglas Calvary Centre, Weybum, MinuteRook, 1928-33. Board of 
Deacons, Annual Report, 1 932. 
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Most of the evidence indicates that Douglas behaved the way one might expect a rural 

Evangelical clergyman in Saskatchewan to behave in the late 1920s. He associated with 

the community's business people, professionals, and leading politicians,123 and articulated 

ideas that did not challenge the noms of the community. The l&&-s accounts 

of his sermons do not suggest that he was a clergyman interested in social reform. As a . 

minister, he was concerned with individuals' morality and spiritual well-being. 124 What 

efforts he made to address the poverty and suffering of the unemployed and drought- 

ridden farmers were done in conjunction with other clergymen, the city council and local 

professionals. But in retrospect, he described his stay in Weybum as ". . . the incubation 

period for his philosophy of social justice." 125 It took the force of a spiritual crisis to 

change his life. 

Despite Douglas' popularity and success in Weybum, he was not wholly satisfied 

with his situation. Thus in the summer of 1 93 1, he travelled to the University of Chicago 

to begin taking classes toward his Ph.D.. 126 Brandon College had a tradition of sending 

123 McLeod, 30; The W e y b ~  Review (Wed., April30, 1930). 
124 Ibid., (Thursday, Nov. 27, 1930), 4; The Weybum&view, (Thursday, 

October 23, 1930), 4; The Weybum&view, (Thursday, Nov. 17, 1932), 4; The Weybum 
bview, (November 24, 1932), 6; The W e y b w  Review, (Apd 23, 1933), 2. 

125 I h g  J ,eiider Post, (March 3, 1986). 
126 One should remember that in the early part of the twentieth century, despite 

efforts to build formalized Ph.D. progams at major Amencan academic institutions, the 
degree programs were loosely stmctured. Most Amencan intellectuals of this age were 
spared the rites of the modem Ph.D. because universities did not play the leading role in 
American intellectual life. The insignificance of the academy often prompted aspiring 
scholars to eschew doctoral programs and concentrate their efforts on publishing and 
debate. Russell Jacoby, The : Iritellectuals Cultue in Tk&e of iha&rne 
(New York : Basic Books Inc., Publishers), 18. There is also evidence that Canadian 
inteilectuals in the C.C.F. were not overly concerned about one's possession of a Ph.D. 
What is striking in M. Hom's account of the League for Social Reconstruction (1980), is 
the number leading Canadian academics in the League that had never undertaken doctoral 
studies. Thus when Douglas describes taking doctoral courses at Chicago, then 
subsequently finished an M.A. at McMaster, as I will discuss, and then talks about going 
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its graduates to the University of Chicago to embrace academic opportunities that were 

unavailable in Canada. 127 As a student, Douglas intended to finish a doctorate in 

sociology or more accurately the discipline of Christian sociology. The Divinity School, 

had pioneered this field, by establishing the first chair in this discipline in 1892. Christian 

sociologists, as profession, intended to couple empirical studies of the poor, oppressed 

and dom-trodden with the insights of academic s o c i o l ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~  into a cohesive program for 

social change, transformation and ultimately the construction of the Kingdom of God on 

earth. Intellectually, it was not far removed fiom the study of theological ethics. Thus, 

when Douglas studied sociology under Professor Arthur Erastus Holt and Christian 

Drama, the dramatic means of cornmunicating the under Dr. Eastman, it was 

not an odd array of courses. l 30 

T. C. Douglas entered the University of Chicago when the ravages of the Great 

Depression and drought had affected the Canadian industrial and agricultural economy. 

The hopelessness, depravation and anguish, which he had witnessed in Weyburn, weighed 

heavily on his niind. A.E. Holt, a prominent social gospeller, committed to gathering 

accurate statistical evidence on the nature of poverty in Chicago, used his graduate 

students to collect data about the encampments of vagrants or the "Hobo Jungle" adjacent 

to the railway tracks in Chicago. 131 The effect of this experience upon Douglas was 

considerable. 

back to finish his Ph.D. at Chicago, he is not confused. He is only reflecting the cavalier 
and loosely organized PhD. system within American universities in the 1930s. 

127 See 1. Brian Scott, "Brandon College and Social Christianity" in ed. Harold K. . . . . 
Zeman, l3slly-n : T-in_Canadê (Burlington : Welch Publishing 
Company Inc., l988), 1 53-8 passim. 

C.H. Hopkins, of 
3 865 - 1 9 L5 (New Haven : Yale University Press, 1 %O), 1 05-6, 162- 1 70,275-6. 

12Y For mention of Douglas' use of drama as a method of cornmunicating the 
gospel see Shackleton, 48. 

130 Thomas, 1982, 64. 
l3 Falconer, 12 1 .  See A.E. Holt's works such as m o t s  of D m  
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It 1s easy to rationalize the taitures, misery and short coming or otners, rrom a 

socidly and economically secure vantage point. As a clergyman in Weybum, this is what 

Douglas did with the impoverished whom he sought to help. He had always thought of 

himself as having some qualities, such as perseverance, bravery and intelligence, that 

separated him fiom the wretched of Western Canada. Conversely, he could explain and 

possibility justifj their plight in terms of their lack of discipline, wisdom, intelligence or 

effort. 132 In the Hobo cornmunity, Douglas found career indigents who fit his explanation 

of poverty. However he also found young men, like himself, who were intelligent, 

talented, able and honest, but they found themselves swept into the caprice of the failing 

e c o n ~ r n ~ . l ~ ~  Through this experience, he realized how easily he could have been subject 

to their fate. This sense of vulnerability piqued a personal crisis that reshaped TC. 

Douglas' life. 

Soon, T.C. Douglas had a crisis of conscience. His account of these events 

indicates that it began with an inteIlectual dilemma that precipitated a religious 

cornmitment. Douglas, as a cleric that practiced a rnild form of Evangelical Christianity, 

which was tempered by his liberal theological education, was not far removed fiom the 

Evangelical emphasis on religious experience and conversion. D.W. Bebbington, the 

Baptist c h i c  and respected historian, notes that these are strong themes in the Evangelicd 

tradition. 13j  Although Douglas does not describe this crisis as a religious experience, one 

should remember that the liberaI Baptist tradition was a part of the Evangelical tradition. 

. . in (New York : Friendship Press, 194 1); Fate of F a m i l y  in the&&m 
World (Chicago : Willett, Clark and Co., 1936); Social Workintheçhurchps (Boston : 
Pi lam Press, 1922). What is evident about Holt's work is that he was interested in 
discoverhg techniques of achieving the aims of social gospel theology in rural 
communities. Given the rural nature of Douglas' parkh and experience, this 
the reason he chose to work under him. 

132 Thomas, 1982,64. 
133 Ibid. 
13"or a bief sumrnary of Bebbington's position see Mark Noll, 8. 

overview of Bebbington's concept of Evangelicalism see Bebbington, chap. 
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ln ettect, his conclusion, tnat tnere must De somerning wrong wirn me econoniic; 

systemU, l 35 can be understood as an intellectual route to a religious commitment. He 

alluded to it in the following terms, 

And as 1 went among them, this was the first tirne that 1 began to feel a 
challenge to whole way of life which 1 was a part. Here 1 was working 
with these people al1 day and then get up early the next morning to go and 
worship in the beautifid cathedral built by the Rockerfeller money on the 
Chicago campus. And here was a sixty million dollar cathedra1 and 1 was 
going out al1 day handing out a dime, if 1 had one, to some fellow so he 
could get something to eat. And 1 thought, there is something wrong here. 
Here is the richest country in the world and twenty million people walking 
the streets. People starving when up in Canada, where 1 come fiom, we 
can't get rid of wheat. And in British Columbia farms can't get rid of their 
apples. There is something crazy about a system like this, it's not only 
economic, its insane and unchristian. That made me think first of dl .  136 

His conclusion that the world was "insane and unchristian" took him on an intellectud 

quest in the Chicago cornmunity. He recounted that "I'd studied socialism and syndicalism 

and communism and capitalism . .. but I'd never sat down and honestly asked myself what 

was wrong with the economic system."137 

T.C. Douglas' crisis of conscience in Chicago did more than crystallize his self- 

image of his role as a clergyman in the human cornmunity; it gave him the opportunity to  

see the flaws in a type of thought called "absolutism". This was extremely important 

because it was the foundation of his subsequent pragmatic theological reflections. 

Although the implications of these conclusions were religious, their origin was in political 

debate. 

M e r  Douglas' crisis of conscience, he met Norman Thomas, an ex-Presbyterian 

minister and associate of Reinhold Niebuhr's. 138 Thomas had become a sparkling, 

'35 Ibid., 64-5. 
l 36 Falconer, Ibid, 123. 
I3'~hornas, 1982, 65. 
I3"une Bingharn, to Change : An to 
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cloquent and enidite leader or tne mencan sociaiisr rany. uuugias aiiu I iiviriaa, L W U  

men with theological backgrounds and an interest in social reform and s o c i a ~ i s r n , ~ ~ ~  had 

much in common. But, Douglas grew dissatisfied with the American socialists' 

perspective. Their understanding of the human condition and approach to social reform 

grated against Douglas' fundamental values. 

Douglas and Thomas' party had remarkably different views of socialism. The 

labour historian, Gad Horowitz, emphasizes that the AngIo-Socialist tradition, 

predominant in the British Commonwealth, is British, religious, democratic, deeply 

practical and non-theoretical. By contrast, the Continental Socialist tradition, which is 

predominant in the United States, is derived fiom the non-English speaking world, is anti- 

religious, revolution oriented and deeply theoretical. 140 As a result, Douglas, whose 

background was in the Anglo-Socialist tradition, was fiustrated by many of the Amencan 

socialists he met. Yet the evidence suggests that Douglas' fistration with Arnerican 

socialism was more than a sense of dissonance with new ideas. He summarized his 

assessrnent of these sociaiists' ideas in these terms. 

That experience soured me with absotutists. 1 learned to be wary of people 
who say, "If we can't have society completely socialist we dont want 
anything to do with it. We don? want to patch up the old system. " I've 
listened to that until I'm sick and tired of it.ld1 

What Douglas meant by absolutism was the perspective that social reality should conform 

to the criticism and plans of intellectuals and refonners. In other words, Douglas was 

ofReinhold (New York : Charles Scribner's Sons, 196 1 ), 163. 
139 Falconer. 261 -2. 
140 For commentary on the nature of Canadian socialism and the values that 

B~~itish immigrants brought with them to Canada see Gad Horowitz, "Conservatism, 
Liberalism and Socialism in Canada: An Interpretation," in Canadian Jo- 

a .  

Sc& vol. 32 (May 1966) : 143-1 71. Also see "Creative 
Politics," in Canadian 3 (1 ) (1 965) : 14- 15, 28; "Tories, Socialists and the 
Demise of Canada," in (May-June 1965) : 12-1 5 .  

Falconer, 124. 
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wary of people who could not accept that there would be dissonance between the 

reformer's or social critic's imagination and social reality. One could argue that this was 

sustained by a deep sense that reality is not so flexible that it cm conform to any 

intellectual production. But there was more at work in Douglas' assessrnent than just 

well-founded opinion. 

Most accounts of T C  Douglas' life have glossed over the impact that the 

University of Chicago had upon his theology. But there is considerable evidence to 

indicate that Douglas was exposed to the intellectual currents that circulated arnong the 

scholars of this institution. His wife, Irma, recounted that he spent a considerable arnount 

of time debating and discussing issues surrounding social reform with his theology 

professors. She remembered the impact of these personalities upon Douglas. 

Oh, 1 would think so. .. . He gadded around with them. [the theology 
professors] You see, he would go down and visit with them and they 
wouId sit around and talk about it d l .  [social reform] He got a 
tremendous lot of help fiom them to see what he wanted to do, because he 
couldn't believe that people [the Chicago hobos] had to live like that+ ld2 

Hence any account of what happened to T.C. Douglas at the University of Chicago shouId 

also contain something about the intellectual atmosphere of the DiMnity School. It was in 

this atmosphere that Douglas began to think about questions of epistemology and their 

relationship to social gospel theology. 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, largely through the influence of the 

great Arnerican philosopher, educator and pragmatist, John ~ e w e ~ , ~ ~ ~  the University of 

Chicago had become a centre of pragmatic scholarship. Within the university, many 

scholars had accepted a particular view of human nature. People, as creatures, cannot be 

understood simply as intelligent, tool-makers or social beings. Rather, they must be 

lU Irma Douglas' telephone interview, Feb. 12, 1990, cited in Oussoren, 1 19. 
lJ3 Rucker, 3-1 3, 18-20 passim. 
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understood as fùndamentally active agents in their situation who are guided by self- 

conscious reflection on their experiences in a changing and ofien capricious world. lJJ 

Accordingly, we are not creatures that can locate epistemological, moral or aesthetic 

certainties. Dewey understood these realrns of inquiry to be historically contingent. 14* In 

essence, this was a philosophical rnovement that was deeply skeptical of the Kantian 

philosophical conclusion that it was possible to ground human intellectual productions in 

universal and timeless principles. lJ6 

At the core of Chicago pragmatism is the idea that practice or action is a 

profoundly important feature of the human condition. Dewey, accepting this proposition, 

argued that a philosophy based on this assumption was the best means of contending with 

14' Daniel1 Rucker, The Pragmatist (Minneapolis : University of 
Minnesota Press, l969), 5 .  

ljs West, 9 1-2. Dewey, Ouest (1 (1929, New York : Capricorn, 196O), 
193-4; John Dewey, "The Development of Arnerican Pragmatisrn," in H u h q h p d  . . .  . 

( New York : Peter Smith Edition, 193 1, Reprint 1968), 24-5; John Dewey, . . 
of a C ~ o r v  of Ethics (Am Arbor : Register, 1891). 

146 Kant taught that it is a logical error for philosophy to pretend to transcend the 
bounds of experience. M e r  dl, as he maintained, we can only know what is a possible 
object of experience. Kant himself then turns around and appeals to a nournenul realrn or 
things-in-themselves, which are not possible objects of experience. He distinguishes 
between "transcendental" and "transcendent". The former respects the limits of 
experience, the latter "takes away these limits or even commands u s  actually to transgress . . 
thern". Imrnanuel Kant, W u e  of PlareBeasan trans. Norman Kemp Smith, (London : 
Macmillan, 1978), A296/B353. Also see Car1 J. Friedrich, ed. "Introduction," in The . . 

of Kant PKant'saand Wrihgs ,  3rd ed. (1 949; New 
York : The Modem Library, 1977), xi-xiv passim. John Dewey's philosophy, which was 
deeply influenced by the work of the British philosopher T.H. Green, was an attempt to 
develop a post-Kantian position that attempted to adhere to Kant's cogent dictum against 
attempting to transcend the bounds of experience more rigorously than Kant did. In 
effect, this is the post-Kantian logic that lurks behind Douglas' theological position. Brian 
J. Scott's account of academic life at Brandon College indicates, that by 191 5, a course 
dealing with "the study of the philosophy of Kant" and "Post-Kantian idealism", which 
concentrated on moral and theological issues, was being taught at the Coilege. Scott, 15 1. 
It would appear likely that Douglas had at least a passing familiarity with these 
philosophicai issues before he entered the University of Chicago. 
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the problern of formulating a clearly valid epistemological position. "' Uewey and other 

American pragmatists1J8 did not think that a self-conscious or transcendental subject 

could escape the contingencies of circumstance through their rational, moral or aesthetic 

sense. 14Y Thus, if there is no method of grounding concepts in transcendent ideas of 

truth, beauty and morality; then, almost by default, these intellectuals settled for the reality 

that their productions would have to be verified within the shifiing contingencies of their 

historical condition. In the simplest terms, Dewey and the Chicago pragmatists agreed 

that the truth of a concept can only be ascertained by testing it against social reality. 150 

Although these intellectuals knew and expected that changing circumstances would 

invalidate intellectual productions, they thought that this was the best means of validating 

thern. Thus such diverse departments, such as history, psychology, sociology, philosophy 

and some members of the theology faculty began to work within these noms. 151 Douglas 

was obviously well-acquainted with this pragrnatic intellectual perspective. 

The best evidence to  indicate that T.C. Douglas was exposed to people influenced 

by Dewey's pragmatism is that his advisor was Arthur E. Holt. 112 As a social scientist, 

clergyman and social gospeller, Holt was interested in restructurhg rural societies so that 

they were based on the principles of fraternal love. lS3 Holt's effort to empirically survey 

the poor in the hobo encampment was one small aspect of the tradition of active 

involvement in the community, which Dewey helped to  reinforce at Chicago. As well, 

IJ7 West, 91-2. 
IJ8 For an excellent example of Kant's thinking about this in the moral realm see 

Immanuel Kant, Groundwork of the Me- 89. 
1 4 ~  West, 91-2; there is also a hint of this on page 5. 
150 Rucker, 9-1 O. 
lS1 Ibid., passim. chap. VI "Sociology, Economics and Political Science . Applied 

Pragmatisrn'' . 
152 Thomas, 1982,64. 
153 Ibid; see the flyleaf of A.E. Holt, m o t s  of Demxracy in Ameoça 

(New York : Friendship Press, 194 1) for a bief  biography of the man, his education and 
academic interest S. 
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most Chicago pragmatists were deeply interested In soclai rerorm," ' ana as an inaivluuai 

with similar interests, Douglas gravitated toward them. Furthemore, given the tradition's 

skepticism that conceptual absolutes can be founded within the growing, changing, 

shifting and even capricious nature of social reality,155 it is likely that Douglas' non- 

absolutist position was fostered in this environment. And it is this non-absolutist position 

that was the foundation of his pragmatic interpretation of social gospel theology. 

at McMaster 

In the post-Chicago period, when T.C. Douglas returned to Weybum 

Saskatchewan, he defined the rudiments of his interpretation of social gospel theology. 
. .  . 

According to his own accounts, he read Walter Rauschenbusch's 
. . Social (1  91 7) and a variety of Hany Emerson Fosdick's works. He also read works 

of the industrialist and cooperative theorkt Robert ~ w e n , ~ ~ ~  the Christian and socialist 

William ~ e r n ~ l e ,  l 57 the economist R.H. ~ a w n e ~ l  58 and socialist t heorist Fred 

Henderson. 159 Douglas was becoming increasingly convinced that it was possible to 

reshape society. In fact, he had concluded that it was possible to build a society consonant 

with "Christian pnnciple". He diwlged what he meant by this term in the work which 

he produced in this period. 

154 Rucker, 1-27 passim. 
155 For Dewey's statement of the quest for intellectual foundations in intellectual 

uncertainty, which were originally presented in the Gifford Lectures see Dewey, Qw.t for 
Ce- ( New York : Capricorn, 1929, Reprint l96O), 178. 

156 Robert Owen, lhd& of &hrt Owen . . (London : Cass, 1967). . . 
157 F.A. Iremonger, 

Letters (New York : Oxford University Press, 1963). . . 
ls8 R.H. Tawney, R e l i p l o n e  of of (London : Harcourt, Brace 

and Company, 1926). 
159 Fred Henderson, J h S a s e  for So- . . 

(London : np, 1920?) was reprinted in 
1930 by the C.C.F. and became a standard statement of the party's interpretation of 
socialism. 

160 Thomas, 1982, 100. 
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In 1933, Douglas completed an M.A. thesis in Christian Soctology at McMaster 

University. A contemporary reader might be appalled by its contents because it is a study 

in the pseudo-science of eugenics or how the unregulated breeding of human beings has 

produced communities of individuals who tend toward indigence, feeble mindedness, 

mental illness, sexual licentiousness, and juvenile delinquency. 161 But issuing a moral 

condemnation from the present is a historically purblind act. These ideas were in currency 

among respectable academic circles of the day and gripped the imaginations of many 

intelligent, t houghtfùl and genuinely moral individuals. Alt hough Douglas accepted t hese 

ideas at the time, eventually he rejected them and they were of little relevance to the other 

dimensions of his thought. 162 The McLeods maintain that T.C. Douglas' M. A. is 

essentially a statement of his comrnitment to use the resources of modern science, the 

church and state to navigate humanity's future. lti3 Although this is correct, it is not the 

whole story. What is also important about the document is its theological contents. 

As a theological thinker, T.C. Douglas was interested in "sub-nomals" or people 

who were thought to have a genetic disposition toward poverty, promiscuousness, 

prostitution, crime and mental retardation. Specifically, he was interested in these people's 

position in humanity's relationship with the Divine. In essence, he argued, tme to the 

stnctures of liberal theology, that religion centres around the act of entering into a new 

relationship with humanity, the universe and the God beyond it. Iti4 He also described 

religion in terms of the order of patterns of thought that define human consciousness. 

Douglas began discussing this in terms of the church's role in society and its duty toward 

sub-normals. 

161 McLeod, 39-42. 
162 Mcleod, 39-4 1 .  
163 nid., 39. 
164 This ideas appears to have been taken fiom Hany Emerson Fosdick, Ille 
n Use of the (London : SCM, 1924), 184-6. 
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. . 
Many of them have fallen so low in the social siale, but no lower than 
society has made them conscious of having fallen. Their sense of worth has 
been impaired. 165 

Douglas thought that the Christian tradition held the resources to address this problem. 

When these people entered a spiritual realm called the "Kingdom of God", this could be 

overcome. Douglas explained, 

They [the sub-nomals] need to learn what the Fourth Evangelist meant 
when he said, "To them gave He power to become Sons of God". It is 
because the Church has the power to help men into a new relationship 
[with God and the rest of humanity] that her contribution is so 
important . l 66 

This was the way that Douglas explained how the Church could help people enter a 

relationship with God and humanity characterized by fiatemal love. He postulated that 

this condition would transforrn people's lives. He wrote, 

Nothing cm lift these people faster than their own evaluation of 
themselves. Once they have re-evaluated themselves in the light of the 
Kingdom of God, other reforms will foliow naturally. But until they have 
developed sufficient self-respect to care, there is little that can be done for 
thern. Hence the Church has the opportunity of coming to this class wit h a 
message of hope and deliverance that "If any man be in Christ Jesus, he is a 
new creature. Old things have passed away, behold, al1 things have 
become new. " 67 

Evidently Douglas believed that religion could be a force in social change and that 

it could transform people's lives. In tangible tems, this meant that a revived spintual life 

would help these people live decent lives and give them strength to resist criminality, 

165 T.C. Douglas, The P r o p  M. A. thesis, McMaster 
University, (1 933), 33; also see T.C. Douglas, "Youth and the New Day," in C.C.F. 

Review, (Regina, June 1934) : 1-5. 
. For fùrther cornmentary see H.Laughlin, "A Mode1 Eugenical Sterilization 

Law," in ed. Car1 Bajema, Eugmm Th& Now (Philadelphia : Fortress Press, 1976), 
13 8-52. 

166 Ibid. 
167 Ibid. 



sexual activity and bringing illegitimate children into the world. This theological logic is 

typical of social gospel theology. lG8 M e r  d l ,  at the core of Rauschenbusch's classic 

expression of social gospel theology is Evangelicai Christianity's proposition that the 

believers' experience, of the Divine, could change their life. "Spiritual regeneration", 

Rauschenbusch wrote, "is the most important facet of any life h i s t ~ r ~ . " ~ ~ ~  ~ h i s  was a 

means to a Christian social "revolution both inside and outside." 170 Clearly he was a 

social gospeller at this point in his career, but T.C. Douglas had not yet coupled social 

gospel theology with the pragrnatic ideals to which he had been exposed in Chicago. 

In the post-Chicago period, Douglas began to search for avenues to reform the 

social order. Shortly after his arriva1 in Weyburn, he was in the proximity of one of the 

most brutal industrial disputes in Saskatchewan's history. The miners of the Estevan coal 

fields, who were grossly underpaid, deeply indebted to their employers and working in 

dangerous and despicable conditions, were locked in a dispute with their employers who 

did not recognize their right to unionize or bargain collectively. The strike was bmtally 

suppressed and three miners were killed. 171 As he recounted in 1958, Douglas saw this as 

part of a pattern in society. 

. . . Certainly, as the years went by, the Winnipeg General Strike left a very 
lasting impression on me. Not until the Estevan Riot and later the Regina 
Riot did 1 realize that this was ail part of a pattern. Whenever the powers 
that be can't get what they want, they're always prepared to resort to 
violence or any hnd of hooliganism to break the back of organized 
opposition. 172 

168 Allen, 5. 
16u Rauschenbusch, 19 12, 104. 
170 Ibid., 495. 
l7I Thomas, 1982,32-3,2 12. 
172 Ibid, 32. The Regina Riot was an episode in the "On-to-Ottawa" trek of single 

unemployed men who resented conditions in the Dominion government relief camps of 
British Columbia. On July 15, 193 1, the "trekkers" and police clashed, in Regina, in the 
most violent riot in Canadian history. 
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Douglas' semons, dunng the penod of the strike, included such topics as '-Jesus rne 

Revolutionist," and "Would Jesus revolt against Our present system of gr& and 

exploitation?"173 These sermons, coupled with efforts to meet the physical needs of the 

strikers, supports the proposition that Douglas had moved beyond reflecting upon social 

gospel theology. 

The evidence indicates that Douglas was looking for a means to live this theology's 

imperative to reform society. In 193 1, he contacted the august leader of the radical wing 

of the Canadian social gospel movement, J.S. Woodsworth, asking hirn for advice. 

Woodsworth put Douglas in contact with a small network of Christians, social activists 

and intellectuals who were plotting strategies for permanently undermining the poverty, 

deprivation and misery that plagued Canada in this period. 174 Aîthough the exact nature 

of the intellectual discourse between Douglas and these peopie is not recorded, it is clear 

that he, like the leading intellectuals of the C .C.F., began to equate socialism with the 

Kingdom of God on earth. He found fertile ground for this idea in Saskatchewan. 

Social gospel theology, when in currency in the English-speaking intellectual 

world, has always maintained some sort of comection to  socialist thought. The reason for 

this is simple. The theological movement, like rnost expressions of s ~ c i a l i s r n , ~ ~ ~  rose as a 

reaction against the ravages of the industrial order in Europe and North America. In the 

1 %Os, many of the immigrants who inhabited Saskatchewan were familiar with these two 

traditions and saw them as complementary political forces. 176 Most of these people 

appear to have been familiar with the Anglo-socialist tradition. During the 1 9 2 0 ~ ~  the fann 

173 Wevb- (Sept. 24, 193 1). 
174 As J. Oussoren notes, there is some debate whether Douglas and Woodsworth 

began to correspond in 193 1 or 1932. Oussoren, 143-4; Saskatchewan Archives, T.C. 
Douglas interviewed by Ian McLeod (April26, 1985). 

'75 For a brief discussion of the interaction between socialism and social gospel 
theology see Allen, 13- 14. 

176 Lipset, 56-1 17; McLeod, 33. 
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journais that circulated throughout the province tended to equate the ides or a socraiist 

order with a society governed by "Christian" social ethics. 177 Thus in 1 9 3 2 , ' ~ ~  when 

George williams, 179 head of the United Farmers of Canada (U.F.C.), and M. J. Coldwell, 

an Anglican social gospeller who organized the Independent Labour Party ( I . L . P . ) ~ * ~  

wanted to work toward electing a socialist government in Saskatchewan, they were well 

received because the currents of social gospel theology and Anglo-socialist tradition had 

paved the way. In 193 1, Douglas, on the invitation of Coldwell, formed and led the 

Weyburn branch of the I.L.P.. 18' 

Theologically, T.C. Douglas' participation in this blossoming political movement 

only served to legitimize the connection between socialism and Christian practice. 

Between 193 1 and 1933, Douglas completed his M.A. in Christian sociology, while 

keeping abreast of the developments within the F m  Labour ~l l iancel*~ where a critical 

mass was building. In July of 1932, under the guidance of J. S. Woodsworth, f m  and 

labour groups from the three prairie provinces and intellectuals fiom Eastern Canada met 

in Regina to form a new F m  Labour In 1936, it would be known as the 

Cooperative Commonwealth Federation. This narne reflected the influence of social 

gospel theology within the party because the term "cooperative cornmonwealth", within 

the discourse of social gospel theology, was associated with an effort to build the 

Kingdom of God on earth.ls4 Hence, as a social gospeller, the formation of this new 

77 Allen, 196-2 1 8 passim; McLeod, 3 3. 
178 McLeod, 34. 
'79 McLeod, Ibid., 33-4. For a sympathetic biography of Williams see . . . . F.Steininger, G e o r o .  W k s  : Agr- So& (M.A. thesis, University of Regina, 

1977). 
lS0 McLeod, 34; also see Thomas, 1982,73-4. 

Thomas, l982,73. 
Is2 Ibid. 
lg3 McLeod, 47. 
lg4 "The name had coinage on the prairies," said Douglas. But he thought that it " 

was an awfùl mouthfiil." Ibid. 47. 
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political party assured Douglas that his view of sociaiism was based on these princrpies. 

As well, in 1933, at the formation of the party, he had the opportunity to interact with 

leading Christian socialists such as John King Gordon.ls5 Although he did not have much 

exposure to them in his early political activism, the reality that these inteliectuals saw 

Christian socialism as a credible system of thought must have bolstered Douglas' 

confidence in his own conclusion that it was a legitimate manifestation of Christianity. 

The best evidence indicates that T.C. Douglas did not expect to have a successfiil 

career in politics. Rather, he intended to pursue an acadernic career. In the spring of 

1934, largely motivated by a sense of duty to the new Farm Labour Party, Douglas ran in 

the provincial election as the party's candidate for Weyburn and was defeated on June 19, 

1934.186 His political life did not appear prornising. Baptist officiais urged him to 

abandon his political aspirations, take a quiet parish in Wisconsin, finish his Ph.D. and 

begin an acadernic career. The registrar at the University of Chicago had also told 

Douglas that he could probably attain an academic position at this institution. After he 

had grown to some prominence in the political world, the Divinity school later offered 

Douglas a chair in Christian and social ethics. 18' However, when the Baptist 

superintendent, Reverend A. Ward, threatened to min Douglas' career if he continued to 

be active in politics, Douglas, with the encouragement of his wife, Irma, and his kend, 

Stanley Knowles, decided to run as the Farm Labour Party's candidate for Weybum, in the 

1935 Federal election. lg8 On October 14, 1935, Douglas won the election. 189 He went 

lg5 McLeod, 47-9; for a discussion of the influence of intellectuals in the 
religiously orientated circles C.C.F. see N.K. Clifford, "Religion in the Thirties : Some 
Aspects of The Canadian Experience" in eds. R. C. Francis, and H. Ganzevoort, 125-6. 
For a description of intellectuals influence in the formation of the Regina Manifesto, the 
C.C.F.'s founding conference and the early party, see Michiel Hom, The Le- for Sad 

of 0 0 - 1 9 4 2  
(Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1980) 42-4 passim. 

lg6 Thomas, 1982, 76-9. 
lg7 Ibid., 80. 

Ibid., 81-2. 



to Ottawa as the Member of Parliament for Weyburn though he intended to leave politics 

and go back to University of Chicago and complete a P ~ . D . ' ~ O  Although Douglas did not 

have the time to develop his theological ideas in a systematic fashion, the experience of 

political life did not stifle his reflection in this realm. 

la9 Ibid., 86. 
lYo Ibid., 80. 



T.C. Douglas was able to couple social gospel theology and pragmatism 

because he was on the histork and geographic periphery of the Canadian social 

gospel movement. He produced a theological position, that had marked parallels 

with the pragmatic logic of Reinhold Niebuhr's Christian Realism, years before it 

came into currency among theologians and clergymen in Canada. Yet at the same 

time, he did not leave the tradition of social gospel theology. Furthemore, afler 

Christian Realism came into currency, Douglas resolutely associated himself with 

social gospel theology. This chapter will detail how the circumstances of his 

theological reflection allowed him to produce a unique interpretation of social 

gospel theology t hat distinguished it self among the major currents, of scholarly 

theological life in Canada. 

e Cl-1 G o s G  

Before 1 begin discussing Douglas' place in the Canadian social gospel 

movernent, it would be useful to descnbe the nature of the rnovement. 191 The 

British and American Evangelicals, who irnmigrated to Canada before the turn of 

the nineteenth century, intermingled with Canadian Protestants who had a long 

tradition of aspiring to bring righteousness and justice to the community around 

them. 192 The Canadian social gospel movement was driven by the theological 

For a elementry discussion of the origins of the social gospel movement see 
McLeod 1 1-14? 3 1-36 passim. This theory works far better as an explanation of the 
origins of the Arnerican social gospel movement. It can be found in works like Aaron 1. 
Abell, Ur- Protestantiçm (New York : Harper and Row, 
1943). and Henry F. May, 7 (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1 949). 

192 As Richard H. Niebuhr has noted, since the first half of the eighteenth century, 
Arnerican Evangelicals had prophesied an earthly kingdom of justice and righteousness 
and worked to build it by fighting evil in society. See his work, -om of God in 
Ar& (New York : Harper and Row Torchbook, 1959), ix-x, chap. iv.; T.L. Smith, 
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principle that Christians have an overwhelming duty to battle sin in society. But 

before 1 890, the Methodist, Presbyterian and Anglican Churches, the 

denominations that dominated the movement, were deeply unsympathetic to the 

idea that Christians should attempt to act on this ideal. They accepted Christian 

orthodoxy's position that the battle to eradicate evil was futile. 193 M e r  dl ,  the 

leading minds of the  Christian church had argued that humanity was perennially 

rnired in sin. 

However change was afoot. As the sociologist S. Crysdale and the 

historian Richard Allen note, after 1890, Presbyterians, Methodists and Anglicans 

adopted a new position. Many of these churches' leaders concluded that the 

Christian church should use al1 of its resources to fight evil in society. lg4 By the 

. . 
eviv- So (New York : 

Abbington, 1957 ), chaps. x & xi, passim. For a statement of his observation of this 
feature of Evangelicalism in nineteenth century Arnerican Protestantism see William G. 
McLoughlin, ed. T h e n  Evangelicals : 1800-190Q (New York : Harper and Row, 
1968), 1 .  This is not an unusual thesis. It can be found in Whitney R. Cross, lhS,um& . . . . m .  a ver W i c t  : The So of F- in Western 
NewYork : 1800-1 850 (Ithica : Corne11 University Press, l95O), William G. McLoughlin, 

Charles Grandison_Einney to Graham (New York : Rondd 
Press, 1959), Bernard A. Weisenburger, River : The Story of the . . . .  . 

-t IJ  on (Boston : Little Brown, 
1958). 

193 For example, in 1872, the Anglican Herald.esb- W k  . . 
and the Methodist The ail published articles condemning the Toronto 
Printers' union when it went on strike for better wages and improved working conditions. 
For a detailed analysis of the religious press during this strike see S. Crysdale, The 

~n Canada (Toronto : Universiîy of Toronto Press, 1 96 1 ), 
18- 19. Furthemore, when Canadian Protestants heard that the sociaiist Henry George 
formed an anti-poverty society in New York City, in 1887, they were critical of his efforts. 
The Anglican and Presbyterian churches would have echoed the Methodist Christian 
Guardian, on June 29, when it condernned George for considering the idea that poverty 
could or should be abolished. Christian Guardian, (29 June 1887). 

194 S. Crysdale, 19-21, R. Allen, 8-9. This chapter is deeply indebted to Allen's 
work. In many cases 1 have used prirnary sources that he has cited in The S o m  
because they represent some of the best material on the petiod. Where there is an overlap 
between my research and what has Allen uncovered, 1 cite Allen's work first. 
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mia- I ~ Y W S ,  people were aoing more man raiung aoour social gospel irieuiugy. 

They were beginning to act upon its principles and consequently they formed a 

wide array of social institutions to reform the social order. 195 By the1 goOs, 

Canadian Methodist, Presbyterian and Anglican churches had formed a wide- 

ranging network of research institutions, social service institutes and new 

administrative structures that were intended to transform Canadian society. '% 

This was an age when Protestants believed that the end of social evil was 

imminent. 

By 19 14, one whole generation of Canadian Protestants had spent most of 

their church-going lives listening to social gospel theology. They were convinced 

that God was directing human history so that His Kingdom would be built on 

earth. lg7 Even civic bureaucrats, like the Toronto city planner J.O. McCarthy, in 

19 12, concluded that since God was working to inspire people to resist 

perpetrating sin, "municipal governments and departments" would no longer have 

to worry about crime and poverty. In the new sinless social order, bureaucrats 

could " take up new re~~onsibilities. " lg8 By 19 1 8, leading church newspapers 

could even prht that World War One was a part of a Divine plan to extend "God's 

Kingdom on earth." 199 Despite this optimistic consensus, there were problems 

within the movement . 

Between 19 17 and 1928, the Canadian social gospel movernent divided 

into three factions, the Conservatives, the Liberals and the ~ a d i c a l s . ~ ~ ~  Each of 

'95 Ibid., 1 1. Stewart Crysdale incorrectly dates the formation of the Canadian 
social gospel movement as beginning afier 1900. Crysdale, 1 9-2 1. 

lg6 Allen, 12-1 5. 
lg7 Ibid., 18. 
19* The United Church Archives, "The Municipal Departments," in Sawal Servie 

C o u d  of Ca& 191. 
199 9 (26 hne,  3 July, 19 19). 
200 As Richard Allen notes, the use of the categories Liberal, Conservative and 
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these tact~ons articulated a view 01 how sociery snouia De rerormeu. i rlc 

Conservatives, those most influenced by the noms of Evangelical Christianity, 

emphasized personal ethics and the role of God's redeeming power in individuals' 

lives. The Radicais viewed society in organic tems. They believed that the social 

order was so cormpt that there could be no possibility of personal salvation 

without social salvation. Toward these ends, they argued that Christians should 

seek politicai power to build the social fiarnework for the Kingdom of God on 

earth. Between these two poles were the Liberals. They endorsed a broad range 

of programs fiom either group but never wholly accepted the Conservatives' 

individudistic position or Radicals' advocacy of political social reconstruction as a 

means to create the opportunity for individual salvation. Between 19 14 and 1928, 

these groups began to quarrel about the way that the Kingdom of God on earth 

should be built. These divisions were underscored during the Winnipeg generai 

strike of 19 1 9,201 the Methodist Book Company's strike of 192 1 ,202 and in the 

collapse of the Progressive Party in 1 926 .203 

Radical this classic way of understanding the social divisions with the Social Gospel 
Movement . Allen, 1 7. 

- i  . . 
201 Norman Penner, ed., T h e r s  Own of t b e e ~  G d  

&ke (Toronto : James Lewis & Samuel, 1973), xi-xiii. For examples of liberal and 
conservative views on the strike see (5 June 191 9), 549-50; 

estmi- (26 June 1 9 19), 628-9; and- . . (24 July 1919), 75; W.B. Creighton, The Clhmitxm G& . . (5 March 19 1 9), 5; & 
(18 June 19l9), 4; The C h i u n  Guardian (1 1 June, 1919) 3; 
(4& 5 June 191 9) ; Allen, 1 1 8- 1 1 9. For an example of radical views 

on the strike see J.S. Woodsworth, WesternLabour News. (1 August 19 19). 
202 This is manifest in the headline "Verbiage Covers Mïstake of the Injustice to 

Printers," in T h e ( l 9 N o v .  1921). 
203 Ibid., 195. For evidence of non-radical social gospellers' increased interest in 

politics see Presbvterian W estminster (14 Aug. 1919); hûid WQ& (1 Oct. 191 8), 14; 
Allen, 197, 200-20 1, 3 5 1-2; also see Paul F. Sharpe, The R e v d  in W- 
Canada (Minneapolis : University of M i ~ e s 0 t a  Press, 1948), 61. 
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1 nese crises errecriveiy aiscrealrea suc;iai guspei rr~uiugy as a viauic; lui GG 

within Canadian politics and religious life for the time being.204 Between 1 926 

and 1930, the idea that Christians should work to build a sinless social order began 

to disappear fiom the pages of newspapers that had once supported the social 

gospel r n ~ v e r n e n t . ~ ~ ~  Rather than systematically examine why the social gospel 

movernent had not achieved its goals, most of these Christians simply began to 

pursue their persona1 salvation instead of fighting evil in society. 206 By 1929, the 

former social gospeller D.N. McLachlan, the secretary of the United Church of 

Canada's Board of Evangelism and Social Service observed that ".. . one of the 

chief charactenstics in church life at the present time is [that the] . . . Books of the 

"Social Gospel" have been largely been set aside in favor of manuals of devotion, 

books on applied psychology and mental hygiene." 207 Most Canadian Protestants 

no longer believed that Christians should provide leadership to change industriai 

society. 208 Instead they wanted the church to tend to their spiritual and 

204 Ibid., 353-6 passim. This idea is vaguely implied, in these pages, in Allen's 
book. However, it has never been detaiied by any historian of the period. 

2U5 This assessrnent is based on a cursory reading of these papers between this 
period, T h e t  ci- (Dec. 1 926- 1 !DO), passim; T h e b y t -  
WestminsteL. (Dec. 1926-Dec. l93O), passim; T h e c o r d e r  (Dec. 1926- 
Dec. 1 %O), passim; and T h e w e r s  Cru& (Dec. 1926-Dec. t93O), passim. 

206 For a good examination of an example of this trend see Robert G. Stewart, 
"Radiant Smiles in the Dirty Thirties: History and ldeology of the Odord Group 
Movement in Canada 1932-1936," (M.Div. Thesis, Vancouver School of Theology, 
1974); also see Reinhold Niebuhr's comrnentary on this period in Canadian religious . . 
history. Reinhold Niebuhr, "Hitler and Buchman," Chnstran Ce- ( 7 October, 1936), 
1315-1316. 

207 D.N. McLachlan, The United Church of Canada, of the Board 
S o d  Service, (1929), 18. Also see G. W. Paul, "The Board of 

Evangelism and Social Service of the United Church of Canada : An Historical Analysis of 
the Enterprise of the Board fiom 1925-1 968," M.S.T. Thesis, Vancouver School of 
Theology, 1974. 

208 N.K. Clifford, "Religion in the Thirties : Some Aspects of the Canadian . . . Religious Experience" in eds. D. Francis, & H. Ganzevoort, Thie Dirty T k e s  'n Pr= 
Canada (Tantalus Research Limited : Vancouver, 1 !%O), 1 32. 
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psychological needs. LuY But there was a faction within the soclai gospel 

movement which remained resolute in its ambition to redeern the social order 

One of the unique features of radical social gospel ~hris t iani t~,~lO in the 

1 9 3 0 ~ ~  was that it had a very visible leader and spokesman called J.S. 

Woodsworth. This Member of Parliament, for Winnipeg North since 1922, l led 

a number of members of the Progressive Party who agreed with his conviction that 

Christians should work to replace the capitalist system with a state-run economy 

govemed by principles of Christian  har rit^.^^^ In the late 1 %Os, Woodsworth's 

criticism of capitalism was rejected by most social gospellers.213 This was a 

decade when the Canadian economy was relatively prosperous and few people 

believed that there was anything wrong with the economic system. However, after 

1929, when unemployment grew exponentially and farmers were impoverished by 

low grain prices and drought, Woodsworth's assessment was taken much more 

se rio us^^.^^^ By 1930, a group of socialist acadernics organized into the League 

for Social Reconstruction and labour leaders and some farm organizations began 

to view J.S. Woodsworth as a man with a credible assessment of Canadian society 

and a leader for their cause.215 In July of 1933, by virtue of lis prestige within 

. . . . . 
209 Robert T. Handy, A C h n s t i a n c a  : P r o p  . . 

(New York : Oxford University Press, 1971), chap. vii; Donald Meyer, The Po- 
s : A &dv of t h u h c m a n  Ouest for He& W e a l t h  P e r s c d  Power : from 

v to No- (New York : Doubleday & Co., 1965). 
l0 Hereder, "Radical Christianity" refers to the radical faction of social gospel 

theology as described in the immediately preceding pages. 
21 l Ailen, 173-4. 
212 Ibid., 173-4,350-1. As well as Woodsworth, the Ginger group included 

Robert Gardiner, E. J. Garland, H.E. Spencer and Agnes MacPhail. See Mills, 1991, 100, 
1 03. 

l%eatby, 96. 
*14 Ibid., 99. 

Ibid., 96-7. 



these groups, wooaswortn was apie to m n g  rnem rogerner ro rouna ana rawy ine 

platform of a new political party that would be called the Cooperative 

Commonwealth Federation ( c . c . F . ) . ~ ~ ~  Now, radical social gospellers had a 

dynamic leader who was the head of a new political party which aimed to build a 

social order consonant with Christian principles. 

During the 1 930s, unlike previous manifestation of the social gospel 

movernent where social gospellers attempted to use church-run institutions to 

change Society, these radical social gospellers devoted rnost of their efforts to 

promoting the C.C.F. in an effort to affect social change.217 There were some 

radicals who wanted to regenerate the social gospel movement in the c h ~ r c h e s . ~ ' ~  

However, most Canadian Protestants had lost interest in social reform in the mid- 

1920s, closed their institutions that supported the social gospel movement and 

tended to take a dim view of the radicais' act i~i t ies .~ l9 Some like T.C. Douglas, 

Stanley H. Knowles, and Alexander "Sandy" Nicholson concluded that they, as 

Christian Socialists, were not wholly welcome in their churches; therefore, they 

joined the C.C.F. because the new party tolerated and supported their a ~ t i v i t i e s . ~ ~ ~  

It is wrong to describe the C.C.F. simpiy as a political manifestation of social 

gospel theology, because the party was united more by socialist principles than 

religious ideals. However, because the C.C.F. was dominated by the British 

216 Ibid., 97-8. 
217 John Webster Grant, 142. 
218 R. Hutchinson, "The Fellowship for Christian Social Order : A Social Ethical 

Anaiysis of a Christian Socialist Movement" (University of Toronto : Doctoral Thesis, 
1975). stands as probably the best scholarly description of the theologicai debates and 
ideas that haunted these Christian Socialists. Although 1 have reviewed this work, my 
understanding of this group is based upon many of the prirnary sources that Hutchinson 
used. 

l 9  N.K. Clifford, 125-8, 132- 134 passim; For cornmentary on the United Church 
of Canada see Hom, 62; for a slightly different emphasis see Grant, 14 1. 

220 Grant, 142. 
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~nterpretation 01 socialism or the Angio-sociaiisr rraairion, wmcn was aeepiy pro- 

Christian in character, social gospellers were ofien welcomed in positions of 

leadership and influence within the l As well, because rnany C .C.F. 

members were familiar with the Anglo-socialist tradition of describing a socialist 

Society with Christian imagery, they were cornfortable with the radical politicians 

describing a socialist social order as the Kingdom of ~ o d . ~ ~ ~  Furthemore, the 

agricultural wing of the C.C.F., which was often composed of f m e r s  who had 

participated in the social gospel movement in the 1920s and were ofien farniliar 

with the language of the movement through f m  publications such as the Grain 

Growers Guide, often welcomed radical social gospellers as political leaders.223 
. of- 

T.C. Douglas graduated fiom Brandon College and took his parish in 

Weyburn, Saskatchewan and joined the remnants of the movement, at an odd time 

in its history. He becarne a social gospeller in the wake of the movement's 

collapse. When he made contact with social gospellers in the early 1930s, radical 

Christians were the only people who continued to articulate what was understood, 

arnong them, to be a credible plan to build the Kingdom of God on e a ~ t h . " ~  

Unlike other elements of the social gospel movement that were alienated fiom the 

conflicts and power struggles of social reform, the Radicals accepted it as a 

necessary aspect of reform and were wholly prepared to brave the ambiguities of 

politics to achieve it.225 Unlike the years between 1890 and 1928, there were no 

221 For good examination of this topic see Lipset, 168-73 passim. 
222 Ibid., 169. 
223 Allen, 20 1-7 passim. For an example see W.L. Morton. The Pragressive Party 

in (Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1950), 28-9. For more commentary on 
the development of this tradition see Rasporich, 23 1-3. 

22J Allen, 3 50- 1. 
225 McLeod, 73. 
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joumals or clencal conterences, popuiar iiterature or lectures rrom ieaaing 

ecclesiastics, inteilectuals and evangelists urging the faithfûl to work toward 

building the Kingdom of God on earth. Douglas joined this Stream of Christianity 

when Protestant churches were uninterested and even somewhat hostile to the 

movement. Douglas was relatively fiee to develop his own theological 

perspective, although there were obvious influences fiom the Baptist ecclesiasts 

who recommended that he avoid political life and finish his Ph.D. and the 

academics with whom he corresponded at McMaster University where he was 

finishing his M.A. In effect, he had a remarkable arnount of intellectual latitude to 

pursue new avenues of thought. 

Allen Whitehorn notes, in a somewhat puzzled tone, that during the 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  

T.C. Douglas had remarkably little to do with the League for Social 

Reconstruction, which contained the intellectual wing of t he C. c . F . ~ ~ ~  As we11, 

Douglas was also relatively isolated fiom a religious adjunct of the organization 

called the Fellowship for a Christian Social Order. This organization, which was 

founded by theologians John King Gordon and John Line in April of 1934 when 

they united the Fellowship of Socialist Christians (F. S C  .) and the Movement for a 

Christian Social Order (M.C.S .O.) to form the F.C.S.O., was peopled by sorne of 

Canada's leading Christian socialist thinkers. Its ranks included such luminaries as 

R.B.Y. Scott of the United Theological College in Montreal, the economist 

Eugene Foresy, the philosophers Eric Havelock and Gregory Vlastos, the classicist 

H. Martyn Esta11 and United Church rninisters R. Edis Fairburn and J.W.A. 

Nicholson. Accordingly, John King Gordon argued that the F. C. S.O. sought to 

give intellectual credibility to the aims of the C.C.F. and Radical ~ l u i s t i a n i t ~ . ~ ~ '  It 

226 Whitehorn, 1992, 146. 
227 J. King Gordon, "A Christian Socialist in the 1 9 3 0 ~ ~ "  in ed. Richard Allen, a 

Papers of t Conference on & So& Crosplel 
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cannot be said that Douglas was wholly alienated from these intellectuals. After 

al], the evidence indicates that he accepted this small organization's principle that 

capitalisrn was "iùndamentally at variance with Christian principles" and that 

Christians should work to build a new socialist society that adhered to Christ's 

ethical teachings.228 Yet he did have enough intellectual distance from them to 

critically evaluate their thought. 

There is no clear evidence to indicate why Douglas appeared to distance 

himself from the Christian intellectuals of the F.C.S.O.. Perhaps it was too 

Eastern, intellectually lofty and maybe a little effete for the tastes of an almost 

equally well educated and emdite but nevertheless rural prairie preacher. 

Whatever his motivations, this situation gave Douglas a sense of latitude to reject 

their thinking. Douglas' distance from their scholarly debates, comrnents and 

meetings of this intelligentsia released him from any of the subtle and implicit 

social pressures which they might have exerted upon him to codorm to their 

ideological strictures. But at the sarne time, these people were probably charmed 

by him and by virtue of this he appears to have been afEorded some access to their 

d e b a t e ~ . ~ ~ ~  This situation put Douglas in the social periphery of the leading 

intellectual circles of the C.C.F. Thus it should not be surprising that he developed 

different opinions than the ones in currency in this realm. 

In the mid- 1 %Os, as T.C. Douglas was reflecting upon his interpretation 

of social gospel theology, new theological currents were gaining currency among 

- 1973, At the University of Regina. (Ottawa : National Museums 
of Canada, 1975) 137. 

228 Ibid., 137; The New 0- (9 May, 1934), 345. As of 30 June, 1937, the 
F.C. S.O. had at ieast 265 members; J. King Gordon,1975, 139. 

229 Hom, 123. As well, the fact that John King Gordon, whom Douglas met in 
1935, was chosen to be the latter's eulogist, definitely suggests that these men rnaintained 
at least a cordial relationship. Given that rnany of Douglasf colleagues, kith and kin were 
still living, this indicates that the two men were probably more than just acquaintances. 
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North American Christians. In Canada, in the early 1930s, social gospel theology 

was still thought to be theologically sound even if increasingly ~ n ~ o ~ u l a r . ~ ~ ~ ~  

the mid 1930s, intellectuals in the F.C. S.O. were becoming aware of Reinhold 

Niebuhr's cogent Christian Realist critiques of their interpretation of social gospel 

theology. The differences between Niebuhr and the F.C.S.O. were underscored in 

the debate over the F.C.S.0.k widely read and reviewed volume of essays entitled 

Toward o Christian RevoI~~tioti ( 1  ! ~ 6 ) ? ~  In Niebuhr's review of this work, he 

identified the central conflict between these Canadian Christians' version of social 

gospel theology and Christian Realism. 

Canadian Christian Socialists had argued that Christians should be prepared 

not to compromise their ethical principles when they acted in politics. Niebuhr 

argued, by contrast, that politics offers little opportunity for uncompromising 

ethicd action.232 By definition, political struggles are manifestations of competing 

sinful or selfish interests of social groups. Because Niebuhr maintained that people 

could never wholly transcend their selfish or sinful character and that it was even 

intensified when they were in social groups, he had a dim view of the opportunities 

for Christians to act ethically in politics. The opportunities that do occur are 

inevitably tied to openly or hidden sinfûl or selfish i n t e r e ~ t s . ~ ~ ~  Thus, Christian 

practice in politics must follow a pragmatic moral logic which maintains that 

people must make rnorally ambiguous decisions and participate in compromises 

230 The earliest theological challenge to the assumptions of social gospel theology 
that 1 could locate in Canadian journals was D.L. Ritchie's account of Karl Barth's 
theological criticism of the principles behind the social gospel movement. See D.L Ritchie, 
New Outh& (19 Oct., 1927). . . 

23 * R.B.Y. Scott, & Gregory Vlastos, eds., Toward a Chnstlanevolutian 
(Chicago : Victor Gollancz, 1936). 

232 Reinhold Niebuhr, . . 
(Spring, 193 7), 42-44. 

233 This is the thesis of Reinhold Niebuhr's most farnous work 
(New York : Charles Scribners' Sons, 1936), xi-wv passim. 
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between greater and less evils. Canadian Radical Christians rejected this reasoning 

and argued that Christians must act in close accordance with Christ's teachings 

when they participate in the political realm.234 These socialists, who were still 

relatively close to the intellectual tradition of Rauschenbusch's social gospel 

theology, viewed sin as a human creation and did not think that humanity needs to 

be compromised by it.235 These were Christians who were being true to the 

uncompromising spirit of Walter Rauschenbusch's social gospel theology, since 

they were intolerant of social evil and optirnistic regarding the chances of 

overcoming it . 

The debates between Radical Christians and Reinhold Niebuhr in the 1930s 

were more than just theological disputes. On one level, they represented a set of 

polite persona1 disagreements. After all, Neibuhr maintained fnendships with some 

of these in t e l~ec tua l s .~~~  But it dso represented a more serious division defined by 

remarkably different assumptions about the human situation. Langdon Gilkey, a 

theologian and former doctoral student of Niebuhr's, argued that liberal theology, 

which was the intellectual foundation of the Canadian social gospel movement, 

was perceived as cogent, because its findamental assumptions were already in 

currency in literate s o ~ i e t y ~ ~ ~  However, a cultural shifi eroded this situation. 

Between the mid- 1930s and early 1940s, the suffering of the Great Depression, the 

rise of Nazism and Staiinism, made it clear that liberal theology's optimistic 

estirnate of humanity's moral character did not accord with what was happening in 

234 See J. King Gordon, 125-26; G. Vlastos, "Sin and Anxiety in Niebuhr's . . Religion," in The Chris:iat~ Century (1 Oct. 1941), 1202- 1204; R.B.Y. Scott, "Christian in 
Politics," in (7 Aug. 1935), 776. 

235 John Webster Grant, 152-3. For an account of how these events undermined 
social gospel theology in the United States see Brown, 45-53. 

236 Horn, 53. 
237 "Secularism's Impact on Conternporary Theology," in . - 

( 5 Apd, 1965), 64-7. 
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society. A darker and less optimistic view of the world began to corne into 

currency.23g 

The intellectual historian John A. lMng observed in his study of theological 

currents, in Canada after World War Two, that Niebuhr's views gained an increasing grip 

on Canadian theologians' imaginations in the forties and f i f t i e ~ . ~ ~ ~  Although the F.C.S.O. 

collapsed in 1945 because of intemal d i ~ ~ u t e s , 2 ~ ~  Radical Christianity did not simply 

disappear in Canadian theological circles; rather it adjusted its assumptions so that it fit 

Niebuhr's theology. John Webster Grant observes that Radical Christians accepted 

Niebuhr's pessimistic view of humanity as creatures that tend to sin. Instead of building 

the Kingdom of God on earth, Radical Chnstians devoted their efforts to "participation in 

a struggle against oppression that promised no quick or decisive result. "241 Although 

T.C. Douglas never explicitly adopted Niebuhr's views, in the mid 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  he developed a 

view of morality in politics that had marked parallels with the pragmatic reasoning of 

Niebuhr's Christian Realism. In the following chapters, 1 will examine the development of 

TC. Douglas' unique interpretation of social gospel theology. 

238 Robert T. Handy, m o r y  of the C-e 1 J- 
(New York : Oxford University Press, 1977) 409. For mention of this see James Morton . . 
Freeman, "Religious Liberalisrn and Reaction in Canada," in The (May 
1945), 182-3; also see N.K. Clifford, "Religion in the Thirties : Some Aspects of the 
Canadian Religious Experience," 1 980, 13 3. 

239 John A. IMng, "Philosophical Trends in Canada Between 1850 and 1950," in 
o s o v  and1 (21, (December, 195 1). 

240 Roger Hutchinson, "The Canadian Social Gospel Movement in the Context of 
* . .  

the Christian Social Ethics," I&&xid-a ~n Canadaapers of 
7.1-24- 1973 at the I J 

Regiria ed. Richard AIlen. (Ottawa: National Museums of Canada, 1975), 305; For a less 
detailed, very different, and more persona1 account of the F.C. S. O.'s collapse see Eugene 
Forsey, A on (Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1 WO), 58-59. 

John Webster Grant, 154. 
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This chapter will show that T.C. Douglas departed from the liberal theological 

ethics of social gospel theology and adopted a pragmatic moral position that recognized 

and accounted for the ethicai arnbiguities implicit in human action. This will refbte the 

characterization of Douglas as simply an exponent of social gospel t h e o l ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  Instead, 

Douglas developed an ethical position that paralleled the conclusions of Reinhold Niebuhr. 

1 am not arguing that Douglas developed a position that rivaled Niebuhr's sophistication. 

Rather, Douglas, like Niebuhr, had insight into the morally ambiguous complex, conflict- 

ridden and ironic nature of politics. Douglas' reflections upon the moral nature of war 

prompted him to delineate a position which he justified with pragmatic ethical logic. His 

arguments, which gained currency arnong leading members of the C.C.F., represented a 

departure from the moral reasoning of social gospel theology. Douglas' ethical reflection 

could no longer be characterized as being rigorously disciplined by the philosophical 

noms or considerations that demarcate the intellectual foundations of social gospel 

theology. This aspect of Douglas' thought has never been explored in the scholarly 

literature written about his life and career. 

T.C. Douglas thought of himself as a pragrnatist. True to the norrns of the 

American pragmatic tradition, he disdained the social irrelevance of many forrns of 

intellectual inquiry and condemned them because they often stifled social r e f ~ r r n . ~ ~ ~  This 

was evident in 1958, when C.H. Higgenbotham asked Douglas the following question: 

242 McLeod, 1 1-1 4, 18,3 1-36,48, 303; Ban, 256-68 passim.; Shackleton, 3 1, 56- 
7, 76-7; Rawlyk, 269. 

243 For the arguments behind this proposition see William James, Jhgmahn 
(Cambridge : Harvard University Press, 1979), 36-37, 97-98; Niebuhr was keenly aware 
of this principle and condemned and despised his colleagues who ignored it. When 
reflecting on why he chose to follow the Amencan pragmatic tradition he said, 
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[Higgenbotham] You sometimes hear that this is the age in which man will 
conquer poverty. What else is there to conquer after you conquer 
p o ~ e r t ~ ? " ~ ~  ... [Douglas] I'm afraid I'm not an intellectual; I'm a 
pragmatist. 1 always think that if you've got an immediate problem you 
oughtn't to spend too much energy - you've got to spend some but you 
oughtn't spend too much of your energy - wonying about the problems 
ahead. Sometimes intellectuals tend to  weaken the drive of good social 
and economic reform movements by constantly saying, "If you solve this 
problem, then what are you going to do?"245 

Although it is evident that Douglas identified himself with pragmatic thought; it is not 

clear why he was motivated to do this. In the following sections, 1 will argue that he 

began to build upon the pragmatic insights which he encountered at Chicago when he 

t hought that he must counter "pacifist" arguments articulated within the C. C.F.. 

T.C. Douglas began to articulate and refine his pragmatic reasoning in the late 

1930s. Coincidentally, this was a period that was marked by a revival of pragmatic 

thought. In this era, American intellectual life was centred in New York City because of 

the metropolis' vast publishing resources, scholarly institutes and forums of dek~ate .~ '~  

Reinhold Niebuhr, fiorn the vantage point of Union Theological Seminary, became the 

theologian of the pragmatic renaissance. In the late 1930s, intellectuals, theologians and 

activists, who had embraced such ideas as liberal theology and Marxism, were becoming 

disillusioned. They could no longer accept the late nineteenth century assumption, that 

they found irnplicit in Marx's writings, that humans could develop intellectual 

constructions that which transcend the flux of human h i s t o ~ y . ~ ~ ~  

"Epistemology bored me . . . and fiankly the other side of me came out: 1 desired relevance 
rather than scholarship." cited (no. ref)  in June Bingham, Courage to C l k  : An 

of (New York : Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1961), 83; Corne1 West also underscores this aspect of Niebuhr's career. See West, 
153-4. 

244 Thomas, l!?82,36 1. 
245 Ibid. 
246 Pells, 74-6. 
247 For discussion of leading American intellectuals' break with the Marxist 
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Nthough many intellectuals found Niebuhr's coupling of C'hnstian orthodoxy ana 

pragmatism cogently portrayed the world in al1 of its irony, ambiguity and c ~ r n ~ l e x i t ~ , ~ ~ ~  

they also found that it was an effective way of thinking about contemporary events. 

Through Niebuhr's resurrection of Christian orthodoxy as a credible intellectual position, 

the insight of such figures as St. ~ u ~ u s t i n e , ~ ~ ~  Martin ~ u t h e r , ~ ~ *  and John ~ a l v i n ~ ~ l  

gained new c ~ r r e n c ~ . ~ ~ ~  The nation's intellect~als,2~~ clergymen, social activists, 

politicians, and diplomats judged Niebuhr's thought relevant to the most contentious 

political, ethical and cultural arguments of the day.254 As Niebuhr rose to become the 

theologian of the cold war era, T.C. Douglas was swept up in the intellectual currents 

emerging fiom New York. 

It is extremely likely that T.C. Douglas was indirectly influenced by the renaissance 

of pragmatic thought arnong New York intellectuals. During the 1930s, the United 

States, largely through scholarq writers and musicians in this city255 was defining a high 

culture that was a distinct rival fiom the traditions emanating from Europe. An 

intellectually curious individual in Canada, like Douglas, would have difficulty ignoring the 

intellectual scene in New York without avoiding many new journals, books and periodicals 

published in this city. Furthemore, in 1958, Douglas adrnitted, that like many rnembers of 

tradition see Arthur Schlesinger, "The Perspective Now," in Partisan Review, XIV 
(MayIJune, 1 947), 242. 

248 Pells, 13 0-3 1 passim. 
Augustine, City of Gad 892. 

250 Martin Luther, "Secular Authority: To What Extent It Should be Obeyed," in 
ed. John Dillenberger, Martui : 1 (Garden City, N.Y. : 
Anchor Books, 1 %l), 371. 

25 l John Calvin, -tes of the . . . - 
ed. John T. McNeill. 

(Philadelphia : Westminster Press, l96O), II, 1487. 
252 Pells, 130-3 1 . 
253 The roster would include such scholarly notables as Arthur Schlesinger, Lionel 

Trilling, Daniel Bell, Daniel Boorstin and Oscar Handlin. Pells, 130. 
25 Lovin, 4 1 . . . .  
255 John N. Ingharn, ed., Bssulr on VictonaiusmPheRiseofPopular C- 

America (Toronto : Canadian Scholars' Press, l987), 267-9. 
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the League for Social Reconstruct~on, he reguiarly read UWY~UQ~ ~ationn wnicn iuieounr ario 

other leading New York intellectuals p ~ b l i s h e d . ~ ~ ~  Given the quality of Douglas' 

education at Brandon ~ o l l e g e , ~ ~ ~  McMaster and doctoral studies at the University of 

Chicago, it is safe to assume that he had the acurnen to follow the debates contained in its 

pages. Although this journal, among other literary works, could have been the taproot of 

Douglas' interest in pragmatic ethical logic, the ongin of Douglas' pragmatic interest is 

likely t o  be found in a personal acquaintance. 

In the nid-1930s, Douglas began a friendship with theologian called John King 

Gordon who was Reinhold Niebuhr's teaching assistant at Union Theologicai ~ e r n i n a r ~ . ~ ~ ~  

256 Brown, 100. Even when Douglas was Premier of Saskatchewan, in the midst . . 
of an immense workload, he managed to regularly consume The.Nation The Socialist 
C o m m e n t a r r u , T h e , T h e N e w a n d ~ .  
Thomas, 1982, 340. Douglas, given his photographie memory (Thomas, 1982,345), 
probably retained the contents of these articles. As well, after 1944, as premier, Douglas 
recounted that he was able to use his Saturday afternoons to read major new works in 
sociology, history and philosophy. (Thomas, 1982,340) In al1 probability, when Douglas 
was a Member of Parliament, with fewer pressing administrative responsibilities than a 
premier, he had a intellectual life that was even more vibrant and he may have had 
considerably more exposure to pragmatic ideals; Although 1 have emphasized the Niebuhr 
was the primary exponent of Christian Reaiism or  Christian Pragmatism in North Amerka, 
it should be remembered that he was addressing a movement within Protestantism. 
Douglas could have encountered Christian pragmatism indirectly through exponents of 
this movement. See Brown. 48-53, passim. For an oveMew of this period see Martin E. 

2 m e s  o f C d c t  : 1919 Marty, -1914 (Chicago : 
University of Chicago Press, 199 1 ) 303-340, passim. 

257 See Scott, 142-53, passim. Another testament to the academic quality of 
Brandon College is that early in the century the administration of the College had seen fit 
to hire the great pragmatic theologian, Douglas Clyde MacIntosh who taught there 
between1907-1909 before he moved to Yale Divinity school, and eventually became 
Reinhold Niebuhr's thesis advisor and mentor. For commentary on MacIntosh's 
interactions with Niebuhr see Lovin, 4 1. 

258 The best evidence of Douglas' life-long fnendship with J.King Gordon is that in 
Douglas' retirement he associated with Gordon and wanted to revive F.C.S.O. with 
Gordon at its helm. Gordon was also the eulogist at Douglas' fùneral. McLeod, 304,309. 
For a description of circumstances where they probably met and began to form a 
friendship see Hom, 53, 14 1 ; also see J. King Gordon, "A Christian Socialist in the 
1 9301s," in ed. Richard Allen, The Sa- : in- of T b  
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Although Gordon was critical of Niebuhr's thought, and was an exponent of a theological 

alternative to Niebuhr's Christian ~ealisrn,*~%t is probable that Gordon spoke to  Douglas 

about these matters. M e r  d l ,  Niebuhr had attended at least one of the League for Social 

Reconstruction's con fer en ce^,^^^ critiqued some members' writings,261 and maintained a 

fiiendship with   or don.^^^ In short, there is substantial evidence to indicate that 

Niebuhr's ideas, even if they were discussed in negative terms, were in currency in circles 

where Douglas had a peripheral association. However, as a politician, Douglas had to use 

pragmatic moral logical to challenge the well entrenched and cogently defended pacifist 

positions in currency within his Party. 

In  the C.C.F., in the 1930s, it was difficult to articulate a credible and cogent 

critique of the party's quasi-isolationist position on foreign policy, which Douglas called 

"pacifism",263 or the principle that Canada should not participate in foreign ~ o n f l i c t s . ~ ~  

In Canadian society, "pacifism" was viewed as the intelligent course of foreign policy. 

W.L.M. King, the leader of the Liberal Party, being wholly aware that the English- 

speaking Canadian public did not want to repeat World War and that Canada's 

participation in a war aroused anti-codederation sentiments in Quebec, actively shunned 

courses of foreign policy that embroiled Canada in a war.266 Indeed, within the C.C.F., 

S o u  March 2 1-24 1973, The 
University of Regina (Ottawa : National Museums of Canada, 1979, 125-6. J. King 
Gordon did not make any effort to hide his respect for Niebuhr. His works were 
circulated and discussed in the League and Gordon brought Niebuhr to Montreal to speak 
at a conference sponsored by the League. Hom, 53. 

259 Hutchinson, 1973, 305-6. 
260 Hom, 53. 
261 Niebuhr, 1 937,42-4. 
262 Ibid. 
263 Thomas, 1982, 103. 
264 Also see Hom, 144, 150, 152, 154, 155,204. 
265 For comrnentary on the Canadian public's anti-war sentiments see Arthur 

Meighen Canada, Senate, X ) e h z  19 January, 1937. Also see H. Blair Neatby, The . . 
of -os : C a n a d a  the Thirties (Toronto : MacMillian of Canada, 1972), 173. 

266 For a discussion of the varience of Canadian public's opinion over this issue 
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the legitimacy of the pro-pacihst position was augmented by tnese ieaaing memDers or me 

C.C.F. who condemned participation in war in tems of their socialist ideology. The 

members of the Leaye for Social Reconstruction viewed war as a brutal and unnecessary 

social arrangement.267 In their rninds, it was only another manifestation of the immoral 

profit motive that drove capitalist society. Any contribution to war oniy tùeled the 

immoral impetus that drove international rnilitary conflicts. Furthemore, a non-capitalist 

or socialist economic order did not contain the impulse which spawned ~ a r f a r e . ~ ~ ~  

Hence, socialists had a moral obligation not to contribute to the war effort. This was 

augmented by the refigious ideas in currency among the leading members of the party. 

M e r  dl, the major theologians associated with the C.C.F., such as John King Gordon, 

R.B.Y. Scott, and the philosopher Gregory Vlastos, true to the Kantian moral ethos of 

liberal t h e o l ~ ~ ~ ? ~ ~  argued that Chnstians could not compromise and must act in rigorous 

adherence with Christ's ethic of brotherly love.270 However, the force that entrenched 

"pacifism" as an official policy within the C.C.F. was J.S. Woodsworth's religious resolve, 

moral authority and impassioned defense of the anti-war position.271 In his mind, war was 

something Christians did not support.272 In short, in the mid 1930s, Douglas' depaiture 

see, Neatby, 172-3; W.L.M. King, Canada, House of Commons, Debates. (20 March, 
1939), 2043. 

267 Horn, 145, 147, 156-8. 
268 Ibid. 
269 ~ h e  theologian Ben Srnillie, commenting upon the philosophical considerations 

behind the pacifism of J.S. Woodsworth and ostensibly other Christian socidist 
intellectuals in the C.C.F., notes that they understood their position in tems of Kant's 
moral Iogic. See Smillie, 35-36. 

270 Hutchinson, 1973,3 05-6. 
27i For an eloquent discussion of Woodsworth's stature in the C.C.F. see Neatby, 

96-8. 
272 Allen Mills, 7- . - 

(Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1 99 1 ) 5 8, 78-84, 126, 19 1-7, 199-2OO,205-7, 
2 l2-24,248-9,252,257. 
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fiom "pacifism" required considerable intellectual and moral corndence. W hat were ?ne 

circumstances that forced Douglas to critically examine the party's pacifist position? 

A C- 
. . 

It is negligent to argue that any one experience changed T.C. Douglas' thinking 

about pacifism. Rather, the evidence indicates that his childhood had given him substantial 

preparation to understand the ironies of the ethics of war. Given that Douglas was raised 

in a home, rich with poetic recitation, theological and political argument, and high 

standards of oratory, it does not strain the imagination to suggest that he was simply 

expected to understand moral irony.273 With the outbreak of World War One, young 

Douglas had to live with irony. Although his father doubted the moral veracity of British 

foreign policy27J and was a pacifist,275 he chose to support his nation in World War One 

by entering the army. f i s  decision was a lesser of two evils. He thought that British 

foreign policy had more morally redeeming qualities than did ~ e r r n a n ~ . ~ ' ~  Certainly, 

when young TC. Douglas was first exposed to the mord debates surrounding war, no 

one pretended that there was a clear and unarnbiguous ethical position. 

In the mid-1930~~ T.C. Douglas' ironic sense of the ethics of war was not well 

defined. But there were hints of it. In an "anti-war" article published in the CCJL 

Review, in June of 1934, called "Modem Youth and War", Douglas begins with 

what appears to a be condemnation of war. He wrote, 

273 Ibid., 7-8. 
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[ge>iera!zo»]. It looks back upon a hundred years of wars fought to gain 
markets, not one of which was worth destroying a single human life. ... To 
youth it is becoming apparent that nothing is ever settled by war, and the 
only people who profit Wom war] are the munitions manufacturers . . . at 
last youth is learning that international financiers and munitions makers 
have not patriotism but greed, no ideal but money, no god but Mammon; 
and for this is increasingly refusing to be butchered mutilated and 
disemboweled. 277 [Italicized bisertions are mine] 

If Douglas' article had stopped at this point, one could argue that he, like most rnembers of 

the C.C.F. and the League for Social Reconstruction in the1930s?~~ was clearly pacifist. 

But this is not the case. He then introduced the possibility that some wars might be worth 

fighting. He wrote, 
. . . . Modern yozrth wi[l be willing fo die for what is noble as any 
generatïon that has preceded it, but will refuse to be cannon fodder in 
order to enrich capit alist s and cover statesmen's blunders. 279 [My IfaIics] 

Certainly, during the Higgenbotham interview, when Douglas asserted that "I've never 

been a pacifist.",280 there was some merit to his assertion. What is evident is that in the 

mid-1930s he saw wax- as immoral. Yet, tragically, it could be a best moral option. This 

ironic position was developed when Douglas encountered European Nazism. 

In the summer of 1936, T.C. Douglas, under the auspices of the World Youth 

Federation, sojoumed to civil war-tom Spain, Nazi Germany, Switzerland and other parts 

of pre-war continental ~ u r o ~ e . * ~ l  This joumey had a profound impact upon his moral 

thinking. It forced him to question the ethical logic of the Christian Socialist within the 

C. C.F. and recognize the reality that the faithful had to make morally ambiguous choices 

and pursue the best option before them, even if it appeared contradictory to the spirit of 

Christ's teachingsZs2 

277 T.C. Douglas, June 1934, 5. 
278 Hom, 1 50-4. 
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Douglas used the journey as an opporcuniry ro gaugt: rne riaiui G UL IAUI z w u ~ ~ y  . 

He spoke with German labour union leaders, clergymen and social activists about their 

experiences and understanding of Nazi culture and values.284 He capped his visit by 

attending the annual torch-light rituals celebrating Nazi culture, in Nuremberg, Germany. 

He recounted this experience, 

. . . We [Darglos ot2d some oiher delegaies af corifereme] went from 
Switzerland to Nuremberg, because I wanted to see the great annual 
festivity Hitler put on each year there. It was frightiùl. I carne back [to 
Ca&] and warned my fnends about the great German bombers roaring 
over the parade of self-propelled guns and tanks, Hitler standing there 
giving his salute, with Goering and the rest of the Nazi bigwigs by his side. 
There was no doubt that Hitler was simply using Spain as a dress rehearsal 
for an attack on other nations.285 [Ilalics are mirle] 

Although Douglas was manifestly concerned about the rke of fascism in Europe before his 

trip,286 his experiences in Europe gave this concern new meaning. He was probably privy 

to debates, within the League for Social ~ e c o n s t m c t i o n , ~ ~ ~  about the nature of fascist 

groups within Canada and their parallels with European f a s c i ~ r n . ~ ~ ~  But these were sterile 

and academic compared with the reality of Nazism. 

283 McLeod, 80. 
284 Ibid. 
285 Thomas, 1982, 108. 
286 For examples of Douglas' speculation on the potential for fascism or other 
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After Douglas' journey, he wholly believed the L .L . P .  inteiiecruais. proposrriori iriai 

fascism was capitalism "gone nudist". 289 In other words, fascism was a manifestation of 

the economic interests of the dominant social elements of capitalist Society that were 

unfettered by the norms of democratic tradition and ~ h r i s t i a n i t ~ . ~ ~ ~  However, Douglas 

had also corne to a theological conclusion. He had found that fascism was a radical denial 

of Christ's ethic of brotherly love>91 manifest in r a ~ i s m , ~ ~ ~  and it was dangerous because 

Nazi Germany had the potential rnilitary might to enforce these ideas in Europe. In light 

of this, at a visceral level, Douglas knew that Christians had a moral duty to use al1 

resources available to thern to fight f a ~ c i s m . ~ ~ ~  He also concluded that J.S. 

~ o o d s w o r t h ' s ~ ~ ~  and many of the C.C.F.'s intellectuals' pacifist views, although well 

Thirties: History and Ideology of the Oxford Movement in Canada 1932-1 936," (M.Div. 
Thesis, Vancouver School of Theology, 1974; Allan W. Eister, DrawingBMm 
Conversation : A So- Accountoftherd Grouovement (Durham, N.C. : 
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of- . . 9 (1 932) : 248-3 55; Reinhold Niebuhr, "Hitler and 
Buchman," in ( 7 October, 1936) : 13 1 5- 13 16. 
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meaning, were wrong. However, attacking these people's position was a formidable task 

and Douglas bided his tirne before engaging in a confrontation. 

Between 1936 and 1939, T. C. Douglas, as an astute politician, refrained from 

airing his criticiçms of the anti-war position in public,295 and deferred to his party's official 

position. However, he did not hide his sense of urgency that something needed to be done 

to curb the influence of fascist powers in world politics. Before he made his journey to 

Europe, in October 1935, the Italian Fascist Bennito Mussolini invaded Ethiopia in an 

effort to expand Italyfs Afncan Empire and gain access to the East African ~ o a s t . ~ ~ ~  

Douglas' response, in his February 1 1, 1936 parliarnentary speech, was to urge the 

Canadian governrnent to limit 0i1,~~' and nickel e ~ ~ o r t s , ~ ~ ~  and to urge other members of 

the League of Nations to follow suit. On March 2, 1936, the party was able to get 

Woodsworth to concede that the C.C.F. should support the use of force if it was exercised 

within confines of the League of ~ a t i o n s . ~ ~ ~  However, Woodsworth's continued resolve 

to stay out of foreign conflicts was manifest in his reaction to the Spanish Civil War. This 

conflict emerged in the surnmer of 1936, when fascist forces in Spain, under the leadership 

of General Franco attempted to crush a democratically-elected opposition with the aid of 

Nazi Germany. Despite Woodsworth's appeals that the C.C.F should concentrate on 

295 McLeod, 80-82 passim. 
296 Ibid. 
297 Although the position to limit the sale of oil to Facist ltaly was widely heid by 

Canadian nationalists at this time, the evidence to support it is lacking. Thomas, 1982, 97. 
Also see W.A. Riddell, -y ty CConference (Toronto : Ryerson Press, 1947), 
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(Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1972), 87-96; J.G. Eayrs, In of Canada. 
vo1.2, (Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1964). 
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social reform,"("' prominent rnembers of the party such as Dr. Norman Bethune and 

Graham spry3('l joined the Spanish Resistance and participated in the war. 

T.C. Douglas, like many members of the C.C.F., felt restrained by the party's rigid 

adherence to pacifism. It appeared obvious to many of these socialists that fascism was a 

great evil that required a military response. Although Douglas never went so far as to join 

the Spanish Resistance, he did join the League Against War and Fascism. This 

organization, which eventually became a front for the Canadian Communist   art^,^^^ 

urged the Canadian govemment to work against the influence of f a s ~ i s r n . ~ ~ ~  Much to the 

relief of M. J. Coldwell and J. S. Woodsworth, who were vigilant anti-Comrnunists, 

Douglas lefi the League but continued to pursue his aims within the C.C.F. This was 

possible because as time went on political circumstance made the pacifist position less 

tenable. By 1938, W.L.M. King, whose perpetual hand-wringing about keeping Canada 

out of foreign wars was legendary, directed his govemment to begin stockpiling arms in 

anticipation of a war in ~ u r o ~ e . ~ "  In the ranks of the C.C.F., pacifism was no longer 

viewed as the obvious course of action recognized by any moral individual. It was a 

position that had to be defended against c r i t i c i ~ r n . ~ ~ ~  As the storm clouds of World War 

Two gathered, the debate over pacifisrn came to the forefiont of debate within the par@ 

When Britain's Prime Minister Nevil Chamberlain concluded the Munich 

Agreement with Germany, on September 29, 1938, which seceded Czechoslovakia to 

Germany for peace in ~ u r o ~ e , ~ ~ ~  the C.C.F.'s position on Canadian foreign policy 

300 Mills, 90. 
30 McLeod, 80-8 1. 
302 Douglas commented that he thought that the Soviet and their socialist 

supporters in North America ". . . were sincere in their opposition to fascism and their 
desire to preserve democracy was genuine. Subsequent events have shattered my 
somewhat naive faith," in Saskatchewan Commonwealth_ (3 January, 1940). 
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remained the same. M.J. Coldwell and others continued to cntique the government on the 

grounds that its a m s  expenditures oniy increased the likelihood of war.307 By February 

26, 1938, as it became obvious that war was imminent, the C.C.F. officially agreed to 

support military spending if it was "confined solely to home d e f e n ~ e " . ~ ~ ~  However, on 

April3, 1939, Douglas broke with the pacifist demand that Canada abstain from 

participating in war. Instead, he admitted that Canada would participate and that its 

"military contribution will at best be relatively srnaIl. On September 1, 1 939, when 

Nazi Germany broke the Munich Agreement and invaded Poland, it appeared certain that 

Canada would go to war310 At this moment in history, many members of the C.C.F. 

were concemed that this was a prelude to centuries of fascist domination in ~ u r o ~ e . ~ ~  l 

Hence, disagreements over the moral voracity of pacifism became urgent. 

D a  of P a P  . . 

M e r  Nazi Germany invaded Poland, W.L.M. King's government decided that 

Canada would support Britain in a war against ~ e r m a n ~ . ~  l2 However, J.S. Woodsworth 

and many of the C.C.F.'s intellectuals thought that Canada should ignore European 

conflicts and concentrate upon healing the social wounds of the economic depression and 

drought.)13 On September 7, 1939, in a room in the west wing of the House of 

Cornrnons, leading members of the C.C.F., M.P.s, intetlectuals, and party organizers 

McLeod, 8 1. 
CC.F.  P w  Ottawa, vol. 3, National Council minutes, (26-27 Feb. 1938). 

309 T.C. Douglas, Canada, House of Commons, I)ebates, (3 Apd 1939) : 25 17. 
Hom, 157; For Douglas' earlier and pessimistic commentary on the Munich 

Agreement see Canada, House of Cornmons, Debates, (24 Jan. 1939) : 270. 
31 l Thomas, 1982, 125. 
312 According to J.L. Granatstein, "Canada went to war because Britain went to 

war. Not for democracy, not to stop Hitler, not to  Save Poland. Canada decided to fight 
. . . oniy because Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain felt himself unable to escape the 
comrnitrnents Great Britain made to Poland six months earlier," in m a ' s  War : The 
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debated the ments of this position."' in  tms context, ir Decame ciear rnar rne erruuu iugil; 

of I. S. ~ o o d s w o r t h , ~  Stanley ~ n o w l e s , ~  l6 Mildred ~a rh in i ,~  and other pacifists 

within the party had lost credibi~ity."~ This reality was illustrated in an exchange between 

the McGill Law Professor Frank Scott and the C.C.F. Member of Parliament, Angus 

MacInnis. MacInnis disrnissed Scott's argument that the C.C.F.'s proposed support of 

Canada's war effort against Germany was tantamount to choosing to support one gangster 

over a n ~ t h e r . ~  l 9  He said, 

If a bandit enters a building with a shot-gun we send the police to get him. 
. . . We do not leave him alone because he is a product of Canadian 

l4 For Douglas' discussion about the potential persistence of fascism in society 
see Thomas, 1 982, 104, 125. Later sociological, political and historical analysis would 
indicate that Douglas' assessment of Nazisrn, as a political front for the interests of 
industry, finance and other forms of "big" business, was questionable. Klause P. Fischer, 

v : A New (New York: Continuum, 1995); Thomas Childers, "The 
Social Bases of the National Socialist Vote," in Jounial ( 1 1 Oct. 
1976), 29. The entire October 1976 issue of the journal is devoted to "Theones of 
Fascisrn. " 
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no; mean that you should le; him dictate to the whoie w o r ~ d . ~ ~ ~  

MacInnist remark exposed the weaknesses of Scott's position. At this time people were 

wondering if Nazi Germany would take over Europe, stand as an alternative to democratic 

civilization, and influence the cultural, political and intellectual history of the  est.^^' 

The uncompromising moral commitment of the Chstian socialists of the F.C. S.O., the 

League for Social Reconstruction and other pacifists within the party was seen to have a 

dire price. Jn efYect, the advocacy of "pacifism" was understood to implicitly sanction 

giving Nazism fiee-rein, on the grounds that battling it was ideologically and morally 

distastefiil. The pacifist position was defeated, within the C.C.F.'s cornmittee room, 

fifteen votes to ~ e v e n . ~ ~ ~  

As Canada went to  war, there was a fundamental shift in the culture of the C.C.F.. 

This is f i rmed  by Mildred Farhni, a prominent member of the Manitoba C.C.F., a 

pacifist, a Quaker, J.S. Woodsworth's eulogist, and an Evangelical who lefi the party d e r  

it rejected "pacifism".323 She maintained that the defeat of pacifist principles in the C.C.F. 

marked the loss of recognition of the idea that "evil can only be overcome with good and 

that violence is never a solution."324 In essence, she believed that the party had slipped 

fiom the moral high ground. However, this uncompromising view, that Christians should 

act in accordance with Christ's law of love and elude unsavory ethical concessions such as 

supporting a war, was no longer acceptable to the majority of the leading members of the 

C.C.F. In T.C. Douglas' political life, the cultural shift withh the C.C.F. gave him greater 

320 Cited in Ibid., 83; T.C. Douglas "A Socialist Votes for War", C o m m o ~ .  
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latitude to advocate the pursuit of military action against Nazi tierrnany ana to articulate a 

pragmatic perspective on theological ethics. 

In the wake of the shifi of the values within the C.C.F., T.C. Douglas had 

considerably more latitude to urge the Canadian governrnent to pursue war.325 This did 

not mean that "pacifism" simply disappeared. On March 25, 1940, the Prime Minister 

called a national election and embittered C.C.F. pacifists were reticent to work for the 

party.326 Yet the C.C.F. actually gained seats and support in the election. In the long 

term, the influx of British immigrants into the party, who were not sympathetic to 

"pacifism", effectively ensured its irrelevancy in the major d e b a t e ~ . ~ ~ '  It was not until 

May 30, 1940, during a debate about Prime Minister W.L.M. King's proposed War 

Appropriations Bill, that T.C. Douglas made his first post-election parliamentary speech 

on the war and underscored his support for it.328 He stated that he believed that "the 

country should bend every effort toward the successfiil prosecution of the war", that only 

"the British Commonwealth and her ailies stand against [the] barbarism" of the Nazis "and 

the extermination of everything that makes life worth living", and that "the Canadian 

people, in the main, are prepared to fight. "329 This cornmitment was so prominent in 

Douglas' mind that he was distressed by W.L.M. King's cautious approach to the pursuit 

of the war, which was motivated by the King's desire not to arouse anti-confederation 

sentiments in ~ u e b e c . ~ ~ ~  Douglas, driven by an overwhelming desire to see Nazi 

325 McLeod, 86-87. 
326 Ibid., 86. 
327 Ibid, 84, 10 1. 
328 Ibid, 87. 
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Germany, Fascist Itdy and Impenal Japan deteated, spent the duratlon or rne war 

scrutinizing the Canadian government's policies and its use of resources in the pursuit of 

the What is evident, fiom his parliamentary speeches, is that Douglas had no 

moral reticence about urging Canada to pursue victory against Nazi Germany. The reason 

for this is that he had found a new theological basis for the position that the war was a 

morally legitimate course of action. 

d Ethical P r a g m a t h  

Before 1 describe Douglas' pragrnatic ethics, 1 will reiterate the essential features of 

pragrnatism. Pragmatism proposes that contemporary and future philosophers are foolish 

to expect to successfully understand the relationship between the subject and object 

through epistemological reflection a l ~ n e . ~ ~ ~  The idea that it can be done is based on a 

misunderstanding of the human condition. Pragmatists propose that humanity lives in a 

Stream of history where it is difficult to ascertain truth, beauty or morality. Distanced 

scholarly reflection is no escape fiom this situation because episternological, aesthetic and 

ethical reflections are coloured by Our conditions and al1 scholarly productions in these 

realrns must be considered tentative. The only path intellectuals cm follow is to make the 

best of a bad situation. Al1 they can do is test their ideas against the contingencies of 

curent historical conditions. As a moral thinker, this is what T. C. Douglas sought to do. 

After 1939, TC. Douglas began to critique pacifism fiom the vantage point of 

pragrnatic ethical logic. This represented more than a theological squabble. He was 

rejecting the smug ethical certainties of social gospel theology which the intellectuals of 

33 ' See McLeod, 89-95 passim; Thomas, 1982, 12 1-38 passim. 
332 The features of pragmatism, that 1 am reiterating here, can largely be found in 

West, 3-8. For the essence of pragrnatisrn's position see William James, "Pragrnatismts . . . . 
Conception of Truth," in Writings of W- ed. John J. McDermott, (New 
York : Random House, l967), 430. For an account of the theological influence of 
pragmatism see Corrington, 68-72. For the place of pragrnatism in the larger history of 
American religious thought see Kuldick, 1 95-98. 
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the r .L.s.w. had USed to defend socta1 gospel tneoiogy against me inriuence or me 

pragmatic moral logic of Reinhold Niebuhr's Christian ~ealisrn."~ The F.C.S.O. 

intellectuals t hought t hat ethical pragmatism, the proposition that human moral action 

necessarily represents a compromise between ethical principle and opportunity to act, 

debased ~ h r i s t i a n i t ~ . ~ ~ ~  They argued that the faitffil should stand resolute and not 

compromise Christ's ethic of fiatemal love. 

T. C. Douglas began his analysis of " pacifism" by examining the fùndamental 

assumptions behind the position.335 He rnaintained that pacifists correctly understood that 

human life has tremendous value. But they failed to understand the tragic nature of the 

use of military force. In effect, Douglas was criticizing pacifism as a limited form of 

ethical reflection. Douglas' arguments were a blow against the moral assumptions behind 

the social gospel theology which J.S. Woodsworth and other Christian pacifists 

articulated. Douglas argued that pacifism's fundamental assumption, the proposition that 

the use of military force is always wrong, stemrned fiom a flawed view of the world which 

he called " a b s ~ l u t i s t " . ~ ~ ~  In its place, Douglas argued that Christians should understand 

the world in different terrns. 

T.C. Douglas could not accept the proposition that an ethical pnnciple is always 

valid under every circumstance. He said that "any absolute creed is always an over 

simplification."337 Accordingly, an "absolute creed" fails to comprehend the contingent 

nature of our ethical decisions. This does not mean that Dougias thought that morals 

were fiee floating concepts determined by social whim. He looked toward the New 

Testament as the pnmary moral reference for morality; but, true to the pragmatic tradition, 

he recognized that human beings did not always have the opportunity to act in accordance 

333 Hutchinson, 1973,305-306. 
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wltn Lnrlst's etnlc or rrarernai Karner, reaiisric ernicai rerietiuori rriusi i~syuiiu iu 

the crises or circumstances where the contingencies of social reality limit Christians' 

choices. It is in these circumstances where the contingent nature of humanity's ethical 

decisions become evident. 

Douglas maintained that pacifism, as form of moral absolutism, correctly 

comprehends that "[ilt is a terrible thing to take a man's life".339 His critique of this 

manifestation of moral absolutism is that it failed to comprehend the potentially ironic and 

tragic nature of moral decisions. This occurs because of the contingent nature of human 

moral evaluation. Human beings live in an environment where they find that "diflerent 

things have different values" and in order to make decisions within the context "you must 

have a sense of value."340 Douglas recounted: "1 think of a man going to set fire to a 

school in which there are five hundred children. You have to decide whether to kill this 

man in order to prevent him [fiom] cornmitting a terrible act of a r s ~ n . " ~ ~ '  Hence, in light 

of this conclusion, Douglas recounted articulating the following critique of "pacifism" to 

Woodsworth. 

... This is what 1 used to argue with Mr. Woodsworth. Say you've spent 
most of your life helping build up trade unions, are you now prepared to 
Say that if a government or a group of employers [motivated by a fascist 
ideology] uses force to destroy the unions, that you'll stand and watch your 
life's work and a hundred years of social developrnent wiped out in a single 
night? This is what is happening in Germany. Personally, 1 wouldn't stand 
for it. We've made certain gains, and if we Say we will not use force to 
defend them, we could have them al1 taken away fiom us. But there are 
values to  be defended, and in 1936 I saw in Gerrnany and in Spain what 
was happening to many of these values. 1 recognized then if you came to a 
choice between losing fieedom of speech, religion, association, thought, 

338 Ibid. Also see T.C. Douglas, 6 December, 1939. 
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- 
use force. 342 

What is clear fiom this argument is that Douglas rejected moral absolutism and "pacifism". 

Indeed, much like Reinhold ~ i e b u h r , ~ ~ ~  Douglas argued that human beings could only 

choose the best course arnong the options available to them, which is defined by the 

limited nature of the human situation. 

Douglas' second critique of moral absolutism is that it allows Christians to 

abrogate their moral responsibility to the comrnunity. He used the following analogy to 

illustrate his position. 

1 think Robert Louis Stevenson once said, "1 have a perfect right to turn 
my cheek if someone slaps me, but I've no right to tum my child's cheek 
because for my child I'm responsible." And so if 1 have responsibilities to 
defend my child, my home, and my wife, to  protect my comrnunity and the 
weaker mernbers of society, 1 can't abrogate this merely on the 
philosophical idea that force is never correct.34J 

Thus, Douglas found that pacifism, as a manifestation of moral absolutism, was not only 

based on a flawed conception of ethics, it was simply irresponsible. 

Finally, T.C. Douglas primarily critiqued absolutist ethical iogic in terms of crises. 

This made sense because this is where he found that it fails to produce a viable and usefùl 

ethic for Christian leaders. In these circumstances it is clear that his proposition that 

human beings have to make morally ambiguous decisions paralleled Niebuhr's pragmatic 

moral logic. But Niebuhr maintained that humanity necessarily engages in many moral 

compromises because of the nature of the human situation. He argued that "there is no 

pure good in history; and probably no pure evil, either." 345 Although Douglas did not 

""2bid. 
343 Reinhold Niebuhr, "Theology and Political Thought in the Western World," 

1968, 56. 
3U Thomas, 1982, 1 03. 
345 Niebuhr, 1968,56. 



have an elaborate theological fiamework to systematically support this insight into the 

human condition, there is evidence to indicate that he did recognize it. Douglas vividly 

expressed his interpretation of this on April 3, 1939, in parliarnent, during a debate on the 

Canadian banking industry. He turned to Dorothy Parker's poetic reflections on moral 

arnbiguity, and recited the following verses: 

When I was young and bold and strong, 
Then right was nght and wrong was wrong; 
With plume on high and flag unfurled 
1 went forth to fight the world. 
"Corne out and fight, you dogs" said 1, 
And wept there was but once to die. 

how 1 am old, and good and bad 
Are woven in a c raq  plaid. 
1 sit and say "The world is so 
And he is wise to let it go. 
A victory lost a victory won 
The difference is so small my son" 
The inertia rides and riddles me, 
That which is called philosophy.346 

What is clear, fiom this cited poetry, is that Douglas thought that an intellectually mature 

and infonned view of human experience accounted for moral arnbiguity. In this treatment 

of mord ambiguity, T.C. Douglas was very much like Reinhold Niebuhr. 

Like Reinhold Niebuhr, T.C. Douglas urged Christians, paradoxically, to aspire to 

live by Christ's law of love, by maintainhg a tough-minded emotional perspective 

necessary for making the pragmatic ethical decisions implicit in political life. 347 Both 

3J6 T.C. Douglas, Canada, House of Cornmons, ILebaks, (3 April 1936) : 3296. 
337 Niebuhr did not believe that the Christian church had been successfU1 in 

fostering the character necessary to successfùlly live the social reality of conflict and to 
battle evil. Reinhold Niebuhr, "When Will Christians Stop Fooling Thernselves," in ed . . 
D.B. Robertson, -e: Selections of S.hm-ter Wnt-ld bhebuh~ 
(Louisville : Westminster/John Knox, 1992), 43. 
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Douglas and Niebuhr realized that the IaitNul might not have the lortituae necessary 10 

withstand these pressures and act effectively in the chaotic, ambiguous and ironic world of 

politics. Hence both of these men urged Christians to realize that they should not 

reflexively skirt social conflict, even in its most violent manifestation, because it might be 

the rnost moral course of action available to thern. In The_Commnnwealth, on October 14 

and December 6, 1939, Douglas attempted to justie his position.348 In the first article, 

Douglas recounted the Nazi Germany he observed during his trip and how colleges 

becarne propaganda factories, the streets crawled with secret police and how labour 

leaders were put before firing In his second article, he set out a more refined 

theological justification for Canada's entry into World War Two. He began with the 

Biblical quotation fiom the Book of Matthew (10:34).~~* He wrote: 

1 am corne not to bring peace on earth, but a sword. 1 am corne to set a 
man at variance against his father - and a man's foes shall be they [sic.] of 
his own household. (Matthew 10: 34)35 

Douglas used this passage to underscore the moral necessity for Christians to support 

amed confiict. Furthemore, he went on to write: 

We [Christians socialists and other members of the C.C.F.] sometimes 
make the mistake of assuming that conflict is always a sign of human 
depravity and social retrogression. There have been times when social 
confiict has been indicative of positive good at war with the established 
evil s of the day . . . The forces of jz~stice will ahvays corne in& conjlict with 
those of opPressim. 52 [ I taks  are mine] 

T.C. Douglas was not willing to argue that Christians should support al1 wars or social 

confiicts. Rather, he was arguing that the faitfifùl had an obligation to enter some conflicts 

because it was their duty to battle injustice. Douglas' statement in italics, which 

348 McLeod, 102-3, 1 10- 1 1 1. 
349 T.C. Douglas, (14 October 1939). 
350 Ibid., (6 December 1939). 
35i This Biblical citation is probably fiom Douglas' memory 
352 T.C. Douglas, ( 6 December, 1939). 
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underscores the perenmai nature or tne struggie or rorces or iignr ana uaritrless 111 LIK: 

human society, marks a parallel with Reinhold Niebuhr's staternent in his most famous 

work, -al S O ~  (1 932) which says that "social conflict" is "an 

inevitability in human history, probably to the very end. "353 However, because Douglas 

did not expand upon this remark or repeat it, 1 cannot argue that Douglas was beginning 

to ally himself with a position that paralleled Christian Realism's pessimistic view that 

human society would be forever tom with conflict, strife, irony and tragedy. Rather, al1 

the evidence indicates is that Douglas' view of war and confiict had some marked parallels 

with Niebuhr's position. 

So c m  one conclude that T.C. Douglas became a Christian Realist? How does his 

moral logic and assessrnent of social reality exarnined in this chapter accord with his 

interpretation of social gospel theology? The evidence shows that when Douglas 

thought about international confiict and war, he departed fiom the moral logic of 

Rauschenbusch's social gospel theology and adopted a position that paralleled the 

pragmatic logic of Reinhold Niebuhr's Christian Realism. This does not make Douglas a 

Christian Realist. However, it does show that his thought cannot be easily categorized as 

being a simple manifestation of social gospel theology. In the following concluding 

chapter, 1 will examine what this means in Douglas' interpretation of social gospel 

theology. 

353 Reinhold Niebuhr, 1932, xx. 



. . 
c Ttmdmaam T.C. Do- f 

The theological concepts which T.C. Douglas articulated between 1930 and 1 950 

betrayed a pragmatic intellectual influence. Theology, as a field of scholarly inquiry, is the 

use of epistemological methods to build intellectually credible concepts of the reiationships 

between the Divine, human beings and their experience of h i s t ~ r ~ . ~ ~ ~  In his theological 

reflections, Douglas was concemed with epistemological issues. But he did not search 

for absolute or timeless intellectual moorings that are invulnerable to change. Instead 

many of his arguments took on an undeveloped, nevertheless discernible, pragmatic 

formation. In this chapter, I will delineate Douglas' basic theological concepts and show 

that they were closely tied to the pragmatic tradition. 

So how should one go about structunng a chapter on T.C. Douglas' religious 

perspective? The best answer lies in Douglas' own account of his concept of religion. 

Douglas made the following characterizations about the basic parameters of his thought in 

the field. He said, 

. . . . religion in essence was entering into a new relatiorlship with God and 
into a new relationship with the universe. And into a new relationship 
with your feZlow man. And that if Christianity meant anything at dl, it 
meant building the hrotherhood of man. If you really believed in the 
fatherhood of G d ,  if you believed what Jems said, that we live in a 

35J Although this definition is a gross simplification, 1 believe that it reflects a wide 
swath of contemporary theological scholarsfüp. Certainly this definition can be supported 
by Karl Rahner's and Herbert Vorgimler's definition contained in their Theological 
k t h a y  tram. Richard Strachan, David Smith, Robert Nowell, and Sarah O'Brien 
Twohing (New York : The Crossroad Publishing Company, 1981), 397-8. This definition 
is also reasonably consonant with Alfied T. Hennelly's description of Latin American, 
Feminist, Black, Hispanie, Afncan, Asian and Ecological interpretation of Liberation 
Theology. w n  T u s  : The Global P d  of Jus& (Connecticut : Twenty- 
Third Publications, 1995). However, the centrality of epistemological question in 
theological reflection is clearly underscored in Nancey Murphy, -O_C in k&mzf . . Scientific (London : Corne11 University Press, 1 WO), where she examines the 
development of different epistemological positions within theological discourse. 
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"that rneant a helpful relationship between mat] and ma», building a society 
and building institutions that would lrplrfi matiht~d, and particularly those 
who were least forttmate, and this was pretty well the sort of message 1 
was trying to get across. [Italics are 

Evidently, Douglas maintained that there were a number of basic elements of "religion" or 

theology. These include the idea of a Divinity or God, His creation or the universe, 

human beings and a concept of what people's relationship should be with God and each 

other and Jesus. Aithough this definition of religion does not indicate that Douglas was 

influenced by pragmatism, his more detaiIed explanation of its elements supports rny 

argument. 1 will divide this chapter into sections that examine these essential elements of 

his theology. 

Douglas' approach to interpreting Biblical text was derived fiom the teachings of 

Brandon College's Dr. H.L. ~ a c ~ e i l l .  356 This acadernic challenged the fundamentaiist 

intellectuai inclinations among his s t ~ d e n t s . ~ ~ '  He was not willing to give credence to 

their position that sacred text was fùmeied fiom the Divinity, through humanity ont0 the 

pages of the Bible. He contended that the work was far more complex than that. 

Through MacNeill's teachings, Douglas learned to think of the Bible as .. . 

. . . a library made up of poems like the Psalms, drarna like the Book of Job 
and the Book of Esther, histoncal books, letters such as the Epistles of St. 
Paul, and prophecies and actuai biographicai accounts like the ~ o s ~ e l s . ~ ~ ~  

Furthemore, each of these texts was thought to betray its authorts respective intent. He 

discussed how his mentor, MacNeill, expressed this concept. Douglas said, 

355 Shackleton, 32. 
356 Thomas, 1982, 50. 
357 Ibid., 51. 
358 Ibid. 



He thought that each of these [Biblical texts] should be interpreted in the 
light of the purpose for which they were written. He took the view that 
divine inspiration meant that God was speaking to man, but that the same 
literal application shouldn't be applied both to a verse of the Psalms and a 
statement fiom the ~ c t s . ~ ~ ~  

Hence, Biblical texts must be interpreted selectively in light of the purpose that the text 

plainly betrays.360 A historical account, poetic verse, or legal stnctures, in sacred text, 

should be understood for what they are. Although the ancients who composed them, 

might have lived under remarkably different cultural conditions than ours, Douglas 

appears to have assumed that arnong al1 human beings there are enough common defining 

experiences with the Divinity, that make religious discussion intelligible across linguistic, 

cultural and historical b a r r i e r ~ . ~ ~ ~  

The essential exegetical element of social gospel theology is the assumption that 

human beings can live their lives in the same ethical way as Christ was portrayed in the 

New ~ e s t a r n e n t . ~ ~ ~  Intellectually, there are two means of supporting this conclusion. 

Classic interpretations of social gospel theology argued that human beings, through God's 

grace, moral retlection, education and reason, can overcome any inclination to perpetrate 

evil and live sinless l i ~ e s . ~ ~ ~  Another route to this interpretation, associated with the 

social gospel movement in 1930s in Canada, was to argue that the Kingdom of God is not 

359 Ibid. 
360 In light of the various theones of textual criticism, in currency in English 

literature, which scoff at the idea that text can have a "plain meaning", this rnight appear to 
be an audacious thing to Say. See Patricia Waugh, ed., Postmod- : A Reader 
(London; Edward Arnold, 1992). For an example of a more contemporary approach to . . . . 
Biblical interpretation see David Tracy, The : C- 

of Pltaralism (New York : Crossroad, 198 l), 102. . . 
361 T.C. Douglas, "Faith," in The F i r e d & b &  Saskatchewan Archives, Tapes, . . C . K.C . K Radio, Regina, (3 March 1 950); T .C. Douglas, "Prayer, " in Ihe  Fuwde Chats, 

Saskatchewan Archives, Tapes, C.K.C.K Radio, Regina, ( 24 February 1950). 
362 For an exquisitely clear statement of this principle see Lovin, 1. 
363 Allen, 5-7 passim. 
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a sinless social order but a cornmunity based on fiatemal love.""' Hence, in terrns ot thls 

branch of Christian thought, Jesus is not the divine made flesh. Rather he is a moral 

teacher, a social planner and political rebel. He is portrayed as an individual of profound 

religious intuition, who grasped the nature of God, the universe, the social order and 

human nature, and understood the possibilities within it.365 Douglas showed that he was 

familiar with this interpretation of the New Testament when he spoke about MacNeill's 

lectures. Douglas said, 

Dr. MacNeill believed that Jesus was essentially a child of his tirne. He 
thought in the fiarnework of this time, and therefore thought of the 
Kingdorn of God as Jewish prophets have thought of it for centuries. But 
he projected this and gave it a new meaning; rather than an earthly 
kingdom based on power and might and on the sword, it was to be a 
Kingdom of the spirit in men's hearts, made up of righteousness and 
justice.366 

Douglas was much more cornfortable with this view. It was not so much a social gospel 

perspective but a pragmatic approach to what could be expected in life. 

As a resolute theological liberal, Douglas disdained the utterly certain theological 

world of fundamentdists and their literal or "absolutist" readings of Biblicd 

Instead, he readily identified himself with the logic of the liberal exegetical tradition of 

looking beyond the irnmediate meaning of Biblical text for more nuanced literary and 

theological literary formations.368 It was Douglas' exposure to this intellectual position 

that allowed him to Say that the Bible was "Iike a bu11 fiddle, you can play almost any tune 

364 For a bief but cogent essay on this "accornmodated" Christianity see 
Hutchinson, ( 1973), 292-4. 

365 For a conservative but classic description of these ideas and their sumrnation in 
twentieth century scholarship see A.M. Hunter, New T 
J 950+ (Philadelphia : The Westminster Press, 195 1 ), 140. 

366 Thomas, 1982, 5 1. 
367 McLeod, 17. 
368 For one of the best overviews in print of Protestant liberal theology see 

Hordern, 73-1 IO.  
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you want on it. Although this does not prove that hrs approach to BibliCal 

interpretation conforrned to the noms of pragmatism, it does indicate that he rejected an 

"absolutist" or fùndamentalist position. 

In terms of his own vocabulary, T.C. Douglas was an anti f'absolutist"370 

interpreter of Biblical text. What he meant by this is that he did not think that the "plain 

meaning" of scripture of the Christian tradition supplied a categorical moral imperative for 

the faitffil. Although he thought the meaning and intent of Biblical text was intelligible 

across cultural, chronological and linguistic barriers, he did not think these principles 

could be applied consistently. Thus, Chnstians always face the problem of interpreting the 

principles of the New Testament so that they are relevant to their circumstances. 

Christians, who are "absolutist" interpreters of Biblical text, do not have this problern. 

They argue that Christians must categorically adhere to the moral principles which they 

find in the "plain meaning" of the New Testament. Douglas' criticism of this position was 

that social reality rarely offers opportunities to act in strict accordance with abstract 

ethical dictums that limit many courses human action. He reflected upon this rnatter after 

Canada entered into World War Two, and went to war against Nazi ~ e r r n a n ~ . ~ ~ ~  He 

described the paradox of the ethics of Biblical text in the following terms, 

There is a distinction in Jesus' teaching between individual ethics: turning 
one's cheek, giving one's coat, going the extra mile - and social ethics . . . 
When someone attacks a srnall child whom 1 have pledged to defend with 
my life, then the lion becomes me best. 1 can give my coat, but I have no 
power to give away an old man's coat at the command of a well-clad bully. 
1 can give up some of my nghts, but when a group of lawless men 
endeavor to destroy the fabric of law and order by which human society is 
possible, then 1 have a responsibility to d i ~ c h a r g e . ~ ~ ~  

369 Shackleton, 17. 
370 For Douglas' most important statement on absolutism see Thomas, 1 982, 103. 

Ibid. 
372 T.C. Douglas, (6 December 1939). 
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them with an imperative to read sacred text and interpret its ethical dictums for humanity 

pragmatically and with a sense of irony. They cannot literally interpret the ethics, which 

they find in the New Testament. They must understand their relationship to their context 

and reinterpret text so that it is appropriate.374 Such as the case of the bully o r  the 

lawless, Christians rnight be required to respond with violence. Although this may be 

morally ambiguous, it is a path they must consider. This argument paralleled the moral 

logic of Reinhold Niebuhr's Christian Realist approach to Biblical in teq~e ta t ion .~ '~  In 

surnmary, T.C. Douglas' approach to Biblical text can be described, in his own terms, as 

fundamentally non" absolutist " or pragmatic. 

In T.C. Douglas' theology, God is the Creator of the universe and the Father of 

humanity. Tnie to  Christian orthodoxy, Douglas' view of God was somewhat paradoxical. 

On one hand, God is the omnipotent force that created the ~ n i v e r s e , ~ ~ ~  shapes human 

history and transcends humanity's existential condition; on the other hand, God is a loving 

373 The foundation for this perspective is in Reinhold Niebuhr, Ik.lhîurea 
Jlesthy of (1 964), 1-34. Niebuhr's rnost famous expression of the idea of irony can 
be found his, E a i t h t o r y ,  1949. 

374 In 1976, while reflecting on the relationship between principle and practice 
within the N.D.P., Douglas articulated a simi1a.r position in regard to politics. He 
cornmented that pinciples have to  be adopted, "... depending on the situation in which we 
find ourselves, depending on the stage of social evolution of the country in which we 
happen to be. Depending upon the state of the economy at any particular year or any 
particular decade," in T.C. Douglas "Testimonial D i ~ e r "  (November 1 976), cited in L.D. 
Lovick, 3 1 .  

375 Lovin, 82. For a more in-depth study of the philosophical tensions between 
pragmatism and Christianity see Todd D. Whitmore, "Christian Ethics and Pragmatic 
Realism : Philosophical Elements of a Response Ethic" (Unpublished Ph.D. diss. 
University of Chicago, 1990). 

376 For a discussion of God's subtle but powerfui presence in the universe see T.C. 
* .  

Douglas, "Prayer," in T h e d e  Chats, Saskatchewan Archives, Tapes, C.K. C.K 
Radio, Regina, ( 24 February 1950). 
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and benevolent Father, who demands that humanity live in accordance with the principle 

of fiaternal love.377 Despite Douglas' certainty in making these assertions, he discussed 

God in the ambiguous terms that are characteristic of pragmatism. 

Douglas suggested that human beings should believe in God because it was useful. 

Although this may seem crass, it was ais0 one of Niebuhr's central arguments for the 

existence of God, 378 in that the idea of God brings intellectual order and coherence to 

experience. Douglas, by contrast, argued that belief in God brought emotional peace to 

existence. He expressed this in the verse that he read at the beginning of the E b u k  

Chats episode entitled "Faith". 

Said the Robin to Sparrow 
"1 should really like to know?" 
"Why these human beings rush about and hurry so?" 
Said the Sparrow to Robin 
"Friend, 1 think that it must be" 
"That they have no heavenly Father such as care for you and me."379 

Accordingly, "[iln these simple lines we have the answer to the fear and uncertainty that is 

so characteristic of our generation. It's a strange thing, that despite d l  the progress we 

have made . .. worry and a sense of insecurity still pervade Our lives. . . . For al1 Our 

scientific inventions and for al1 our modem knowledge, this is not an age of faith."380 

Douglas argued that "... confidence cornes to men" when they know that the universe was 

shaped by the Creator. When they have faith they can Say "This is my father's w o r ~ d . " ~ ~ ~  

Parallel to cornmon strictures of pragmatic arguments about God's existence, Douglas 

argued that the faithful should believe in God because of the precipitant psychological 

377 Shackleton, 32; McLeod, 9. 
378 Lovin, 56-60; this type of argument has not lost currency in theological circles. 

See JefEey Stout, Ethics. (Boston : Beacon Press, l988), 183. 
37"T.~. Douglas, "Faith," ( 3 March 1950). 
380 lbid. 
381 Ibid. 
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conditron which this choice produces. But tms was tne nor rne only reason. n e  Deiieveu 

that the idea of God could be tested against the realities of the experience of the human 

condition. 

Humans have always claimed to sense God's presence. Douglas argued, during the 
. . 

in 1950, that through al1 of history, across the expanse of the many creeds, 

religions and traditions that define human faith, people have agreed upon one proposition: 

That somewhere "at the [spiritual] centre of the universe" there is a "power", which, as 

Tennyson suggested, is connected to humanity by a metaphoncal "golden  hai in".^^^ In 

essence, Douglas was arguing that the concept of God was believable because the idea of 

a higher "power" has had credibility across many cultures over long penods of time. In 

essence, Douglas was suggesting, parallel to the pragmatic tradition's standard of truth, 

which William James eloquently ~ n d e r s c o r e d , ~ ~ ~  that the idea of God is a "living 

option".384 In this sense, Douglas is proposing that the idea of God, as an argument, is 

worth accepting because it is a key element in a coherent view of human beliefs and 

actions.385 Yet, Douglas, apparently comprehending the implicit irony of interpreting 

religious experience, was not willing to argue that Christianity had a monopoly on an 

intellectually coherent int erpretation of the world. 

As a Christian who was deeply interested in other manifestations of 

religion, Douglas saw the many varieties of religious tradition, inside and outside 

of Christianity, as a manifestation of the paradoxical nature of God. On one hand, 

382 T.C. Douglas, "Prayer", ( 24 Febniary 1950). . . . - 
383 William James "The Will to Believe", in B e  WnUngs of W- 71 8; 

Also see Bernard Williams, "The Truth in Relativism," in Moral (Cambridge : 
Cambridge University Press, 1 98 1 ), 13 8-40. 

384 This is what the Canadian philosopher Charles Taylor calls "an articulation of 
what is crucid to the world in one's best account," Sources of t h e l f :  T h e  of & 
Modern (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1989), 76. This type of 
argument is also what the theologian David Tracy calls a "relatively adequate" concept. . . Pluralitv (San Francisco : Harper and Row, 1 !%y), 22-23. 

385 Lovin, 67-9. 
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ail human beings can know, at a subtle and intuitive level, that He 1s there; on the 

other hand, God's presence in our lives, His meaning, and Our obligation to Him 

are never clearly defined issues.386 These are matters for profound debate and 

even discord. He tended to see Christianity as only one aspect of the great 

religious debate of hurnanity. Although there was disagreement about its details, 

he thought that there was common ground among the "values that emanate fiom 

the teachings of Jesus or fiom the other great religious leaders."387 This is why 

Douglas could maintain that great religious thinkers had fundamental insights into 

the nature of the human condition. In his rnind, religion was "[a] value system 

which recognizes that while man must have bread to live, the idea that man does 

not live by bread alone is not new." 388 He went on to Say, 

It goes al1 the way back to the Hebrew prophets and is found in the great 
religions of the world. But in very period of social upheaval mankind must 
be reminded that materiaiism is not enough and that the things of the mind 
and the spirit must have a high priority in our scheme of things.389 

Thus, Christianity, like the other great world religions, can be considered 

intellectually valuable because it is tirne-tested and its basic concepts have currency 

386 T.C. Douglas,"Prayer" ( 24 February 1950). The source of this idea is 
probably the discussions on comparative religion held at Brandon College. The 19 14- 1 5 
catalogue described a History of Religions course that is "a comparison of the essentiai 
truths of Christianity with the ruling conceptions of the other great world religions and of 
the Christian Scriptures with the Sacred Books of other religions," in w o n  C- 
Calendar_ Brandon University Archives, (1 9 14- 1 5), 5 l .  Furthemore, Ian and Hector 
McLeod, despite their mistaken claim that religious relativism was a force that brought 
down the social gospel movement, note correctly that the movement was open to the 
study of comparative religions. Douglas was aware of this and had some interest in inter- 
faith dialogue. McLeod, 1 8. 

387 T.C. Douglas interviewed by lan McLeod, ( 29 Jan. Saçkatchewan 
Archives. cited in McLeod, 18. 

388 T C  Douglas "Social Democracy", ( 1960). cited in Lovick, ( 1979), 13 1-2. 
Ibid. 



across many cuitures.-lH\l Accoraingiy, the airrerent reiigious maniresrarions or 

these ideas can be found because God never speaks to humanity in plain, blunt and 

clear terms. Thus, the following position is the only legitimate position that 

faithfiil can take. "We can never al1 agree on what religion means - we can only 

know what it means for us .. . Judge not, that ye be judged. [sic.]"391 This 

conscious doubt parallels the fundamental epistemologicai concern that pervades 

Reinhold Niebuhr's pragmatic Christian Realist ~ r i t i n ~ s . ~ ~ ~  Furthemore, Douglas' 

admission that there can be a plurality of truths is characteristic of the noms of 

pragmatic t heology. 93 

If Christianity can be considered intellectually vaiid because it has insights into the 

human condition, then its intellectual formations must have some value in political 

practice. T.C. Douglas found this to be true. When T.C. Douglas reflected on the 

insights that Christianity gave him in political life, he turned to 1 Corinthians 13. He 

describes the insights of this text in an essay, which he wrote on the 1930s, where he 

recalled how one citizen of Saskatchewan recounted C.C.F.'s effect on the history of 

Saskatchewan. This person said, 

"Now a lot of us have been saying that we should thank Mr. Douglas 
because when he came in there was no blacktop road and now we have 
blacktop roads to Regina, to Estevan, to Weyburn. We had no telephones; 
now we have telephones. We had no high school here; now we've got a 
high school and buses to bring the children to high school. Now we've got 
Medicare and hospital insurance. We've got car insurance. But those are 
not things that are important to me. What I want to Say to Mr. Douglas is, 

390 This is an idea that continues to be in currency in academic circles. See Ronald . . 
M. Green, R e l i e i o n o n  : A NewAkl&m&b C o ~ i v e  Stu& (New 
York : Oxford University Press, 1988), 3; See also his earlier -on : T h  

Rasisof- . . 
(New York : Oxford University Press, 1978). 

391 T.C. Douglas, "Faith," in B Fireside Chats, Saskatchewan Archives, Tapes, 
C.K.C.K Radio, Regina, ( 3 March 1950) ; aiso see McLeod, 183. 

392 Lovin, 8 1 . 
393 Lovin, 52-4. For a discussion of the plurality of ethical perspective and the 

pragmatic approach to contending with it, see Jefiey Stout, Ethics (1988). 
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us and said, 'It's possible, it can be better." And he said, "For me, he kept a 
flarne in my heart, a hope that some day it would be better."39J 

Douglas realized that this man had a profound insight into hurnan nature. He wrote, 

1 realized then, 1 pass it on to you, how important it is that you keep hope 
alive in the people's hearts, no matter how difficult things are, whether in 
war or peace. As Paul said in his Epistle to the Corinthians, the 13th 
Chapter: "Now abideth faith, hope, and love. And greatest of these is 
love." But without hope there can be neither faith nor love.395 

Douglas recognized that Paul was speaking about human psychology. Specifically, he was 

arguing that it is possible for hurnan beings to have faith and love one another when there 

is hope in people's lives. Conversely Douglas found that "[wlhere people have no dreams 

and no hopes and no aspirations, life becomes a duIl and meaningless w i l d e r n e ~ s . " ~ ~ ~  

Accordingly, at its extremes, this is a world without room for love or faith. This was the 

theological foundation of Douglas' insights into the possibilities of social good and evil. 

Unlike Reinhold ~ e i b u h r , ~ ~ ~  Douglas did not devote his career to refining the insights of 

Christianity into a relevant and intellectually coherent body of thought. But Douglas' 

recognition that the Christian tradition had something Say about the human situation was 

not simply a theoretical statement. This evidence supports the proposition that he saw 

these ideas at work in his politicd activities. In the next section, 1 will argue that 

pragmatic scholarship had a profound impact of Douglas' general understanding of human 

394 T.C. Douglas, "The Highlights of the Dirty Thirties," in D. Francis, & H. 
Ganzevoort, (1973), 171. 

395 Ibid. 
396 Ibid. 
3Y7 White, 226-7. 



T.C. D o u m d  C W s  Beard: Ira- 

T.C. Douglas used the historical principles of the great Amencan Pragmatic 

historian Charles Beard to describe his own understanding of human history. Beard, a 

prolific scholar, who managed to write books that landed him at the centre of public and 

academic controversy, used pragmatism as a philosophical fiamework to understand the 

past and his purpose in writings about it in the present.398 At least one of Douglas' 

instructors, probably Arthur E. Holt, presumably through a mutual involvement in Hull 

 ous se,^^^ knew Beard personal~y.400 As well, this individual recounted Beard's principles 

of hktory to Douglas. The fact that Douglas could recount them years later, at least on 

two different occasions, suggest that they made an impression upon him. 

As a pragmatic historian, Charles Beard maintained that historical reflection must 

be fundarnentally ironic. It was an effort to create a plausible interpretation of the past, 

using culturally relevant constructs, while knowing that the past cannot be understood 

with ~ e r t a i n t ~ . ' ~ ~  The historian makes assumptions about history that he thinks will allow 

people in the present to act in an effective manner which precipitates success.J02 Thus, it 

is not surprising that Beard's principles of history address concems of social reformers 

wishing to sustain hope in the face of adversity. According to Douglas' account, he heard 

398 Marcell, 26 1. 
399 Ibid., 258-321. Beard 

involved in surveys of the vagrant 
likely that these individuals would 

was involved in Hull House and Holt was deeply 
settlements beside the Chicago railroad tracks. It seems 
have met at least once in their social activism or at least 

they shared the same "air" of the University of Chicago. 
400 Lovick, 1 16; for a discussion of Beard's impact see Richard Hofstadter, lie 

&e of IMxm (New York : Alfred A. Knopf, 1955), 154. Other intellectuals in these 
groups inchded John R. Commons, E.R.A. Seligman, Thorstein Veblen and the social 
gospeller Richard T. Ely, in economics, Arthur F. Bentley and J. Allen Smith in political 
science, E.A. Ross and Lester Ward in sociology, John Dewey philosophy and Roscoe 
Pound in law. See Hofstader, 154. For an account of the influence of these ideas among 
Canadian intellectuals in the League for Social Reconstruction see Hom, 74, 100, 123, 
150. 

"OL Marcell, 302-3. 
402 Ibid. 



these principles trom a University ot Chicago taculty rnemt>er wno witnessea ~ e a r a - s  

spontaneous creation of them.403 Douglas cited them, with considerable aplomb, on 

November 28, 1940, in Parliament, as Canada entered World War Two, and on May 30, 

1969, as he publicly reflected upon the United State's involvement in the Vietnam War and 

the civii unrest that plagued its cities. 

The first two sayings, that 1 will examine, describe the ironic nature of human 

hope. Douglas recounted Beard's saying that "[s]ometimes, if it is dark enough, you can 

see the stars. "41~ Then he argued that this meant that even in the shadow of the greatest 

evils, some people will understand the concept of human worth and "digr~ity"."~ This 

expresses an implicit doubt in the persistence of historical manifestations of human evil. In 

the mid-1950s, on the tenth anniversary of J. S. Woodsworth's death, Douglas articulated 

the following statement. He said, 

If your cause is just and right, sooner or later you will win. It must triumph 
because it is part of the warp and woof of the universe. . . . No matter how 
many setbacks there may be dong the road, you can be sure that some day 
the right and the just will prevail. It will prevail simply because it is right 
and j u ~ t . ~ ~ ~  

This passage indicates that his sense of doubt about evil and its influences over the human 

situation was strong, but he did not think that it was utterly pervasive. Thus he could 

assume that there are great possibilities for human beings to defeat its influence. There 

can be no doubt that Douglas' irony, like Beard's and Dewey's, was optimistic. UnIike 

~ i e b u h r : ~ ~  Douglas did not have a pessirnistic concept of human nature which would 

T.C. Douglas, "The Challenge of a World in Revolt", ( 30 May 1968). Lovick, 
316. 

40J T.C. Douglas, Debat-e of G o m m o n s .  ( 26 November 
1940), 504. 

Ibid. 
Quote in Leo Zakuta, A P r o t a  Movemenj R e c h e d  : A Study of the C.C.F. 

(Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1964), 12. 
For a discussion of the assumptions behind Niebuhr's tragic view of human 
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have supported a tragic perspective of human history. Nevertheless, this does not mean 

that Douglas' understanding, of efforts to perpetrate good, lacked irony. He found an 

expression of this doubt implicit in Beard's statement that "[tlhe rnills of the gods grind 

slowly, yet they grhd exceedingly srna11."~~)~ He believed that this statement illustrated 

the reality that hurnan beings have always faced "opposition and betrayal" in their struggle 

to build a more "righteous" and just social order. Yet this effort has had continual 

incrernental s u c c e ~ s . ~ ~ ~  This optirnism, tempered by doubt, is reflected in his assessment 

of how the Kingdom of God on earth would be built. In 1985, he expressed some of these 

reservations in the following statement. He said, 

The Kingdom of God is a society where moral values predominate, ... 
You're never going to step out of the front door into the Kingdom of God. 
What youtre going to do is slowly and painfully change society until it has 
more of the values that emanate fiom the teachings of Jesus or fiom other 
great religious leaders. 

Douglas' statement, expressing the pragmatic view that Christianity could be just one 

version of a plurality religious truths:l l underscored the sense of moral stmggle that is in 

Beard's view of history. Yet ultimately Douglas' view of history was triumphant. This is 

how he interpreted Beard's saying that "The bee fertilizes the flower that it r ~ b s . " " ~  

Accordingly, the great efforts to perpetrate evil are often inadvertently the taproot of 

good. Although humanity's conquerors victimize people, they ofien inadvertently foster 

forces that better c iv i~iza t ion.~~~ 

history see the discussion on sin in Lovin, 139-57. 
408 T.C. Douglas, ( 26 Novernber 1940), 504. & ( 30 May l968), 2 16. 
409 Ibid. Here he emphasized that social reform was a long-term project that is nfe 

with obstacles. 
T.C. Douglas interviewed by Ian McLeod, ( 29 Jan. l983), cited in McLeod, 

18. 
Lovin, 54. 

412 Douglas, ( 26 Nov. 1940), 504. 
T.C. Douglas ( 30 May 1968), 216. 
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witnin tne inreiiecruai stricrures or Lnnsrian Keaiism, m e  ueniai o r  uouvi 1s; 

portrayed as a prelude to tragedy.J1 Douglas found a similar concept in his recollection 

of Beard's proposition that "[wlhom the gods would destroy they first make mad."415 

Douglas recounted "1 think of al1 the megalomaniacs ftom Alexander to  Hitler who sought 

to conquer the world," ironically, "only to be conquered by their own f o ~ l ~ . " ~ ~ ~  

Overwhelming confidence in one's ability to conquer the world, while ignoring any doubt 

about the obstacles in one's path, is a denial of irony. Douglas' analysis might leave one 

with the mistaken impression that he ody  thought that it applied to people who aspired to 
. . 

conquer the world. In 1950, during the Eireside Chats, Douglas used Robert Burns' poem 

"To a Mouse" to explore people's tendency to deny the irony of their condition. Douglas 

recited, 

But Mousie, thou art no thy lane, 
In proving foresight may be vain; 
The best-laid schemes O' rnice an' men 

Gan afl anley, 
An' lea'e nought but grief an' pain 

For promise'd joy! 

Still thou art blest, compared wi' me! 
The present only toucheth thee: 
But och! 1 backward cast my e'e 

On prospects drear! 
An' forward, tho' 1 canna see. 

1 guess an' fear ! 

Niebuhr, 1964, vol. 1,228; For more indepth discussion of the effects of pride 
in the human community see Lovin, chap. 4 "Politics". As well Niebuhr's 
Immoral (1  933) remains his most famous comment on the effects of pride in the 
human condition. 

T.C. Douglas ( 26 November 1 !MO), 504. 
'16 T.C. Douglas ( 30 May 1968), 216. . . T.C. Douglas,"The Poet of the Common Man," in B e  F i r e d e  Chats, 

Saskatchewan Archives, Tapes, C.K.C.K Radio, Regina, ( 22 January 1950). 
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The precedinç verse describes a field mouse's reaction to its nest being destroyed by a 

plowman. Bums compared the existential anxiety of the mouse to humanity's nngst in the 

face of the caprice of the universe. Christian Realism portrays this as the contingency that 

defines irony in the hurnan condition418 Douglas, through Bums' poetry, understood this 

concept. Thus it is plausible to suggest that he also understood the concept in Beard's 

final saying. In sumrnary, T.C. Douglas, parallel to the noms of Niebuhr's pragmatic 

Christian Realism, understood the human situation in history to be ironic. 

T h e n  B e ~ ~ ~  G ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ g v a n d P r r i e m a t i s m  . . 

So what does Douglas' pragmatism mean for his interpretation of social gospel 

theology? Fundamentally, at a philosophical level, it meant that he was not willing to  

accept many of the moral certainties of social gospel theology and prefened a pragrnatic 

portrayal of the human condition. But at the sarne time he was not willing to give up his 

association with social gospel t h e o l ~ g ~ . ~ ~ ~  

It is almost a cliché to Say that in the early 1930s, Douglas began to seriously 

reflect on social gospel theology. He was studying this theology in its new Christian 

Socialist manifestation that was in currency arnong some theologians in the Britain and 

Canada. True to this tradition Douglas concluded that "[ilf you had the application of 

Christian principles, [in society] you'd almost have to elirninate the whole foxm of 

Capitalist society and the Capitalist philosophy of life. Yet, despite this resolute 

langage, Douglas' interpretation of this new rendition of social gospel theology, Christian 

Socialism, was marked by conscious doubt . 

As a pragmatist, Douglas was clearly at odds with some elements of Christian 

socialism. Gregory Vlastos, while reviewing Niebuhr's pragmatic Christian Realist 

41g The best essay that highlights this irnplicit assumption in Niebuhr's thought is 
Schlesinger, (1 9S6), 195-6. 

For a statement of Douglas cornmitment to social gospel theology see Thomas, 
1982, 65; Shackleton, 17. 

lzo Thomas, 1982, 100. 



theology, concluded that the implicit eiement or aoum in rnis rneoioby, wnic;ri pu1 L I ~ ~ C U  

the world as morally ambiguous, would leave Christians without a clear ethic to battle evil 

in society. Vlastos, issuing a veiled quip against Niebuhr's pragmatic moral logic, that 

"less redistic" Christians or the exponents of Christian socialism who rejected Christian 

Realism, "will refuse to soi1 their hands with inferior ide al^."^^' Although this may have 

been a credible theological stance among leading Christian socialists intellectuals, it had 

little relevance to Douglas. Douglas had concluded that Chnstians rnust be willing and 

ready to make morally arnbiguous c h ~ i c e s . ~ ~ ~  The discipline of liberal theology's Kantian 

moral logic and its dissonance with pragmatic ethical reasoning did not concem Douglas. 

Rather, true to the pragmatic tradition, his concem was with action. In his mind, this was 

the realm of truth. 

T.C. Douglas did not address the contradictory intellectual currents in his 

pragrnatic and social gospel orientations. True to the pragrnatic tradition, he did not 

burden hirnself with types of inquiry that rnight stifle efforts to better society by replacing 

action with endless, fniitless and demoralizing r e f l e c t i ~ n s . ~ ~ ~  Douglas devoted 

considerable time and energy to refùting the Christian Socialist intellectual's morally 

"absolutist" position that war was wrong. Yet he did not produce a systematic and 

logically coherent theological position. One could argue that Douglas was probably too 

busy in political life to do this. There is considerable merit to this explanation. But there 

are aiso other reasons. Douglas, true to the pragmatic tradition, was suspicious of some 

foms of intellectual reflection because they "tend to weaken the drive of good social and 

economic reform m~vements".-'*~ Instead, he was interested in articulating ideas, and 

taking courses of action that promoted these movements. Fundamentally, he did not view 

42 l Vlastos, ( 1 Oct. 194 1 ), 1202- 1204; "The Impossible Possibility," in 
Christendom I,2 (Winter, 1936) : 393. 

422 See chap. 4. 
423 For an excellent expression of this see West, 5. 
J24 Thomas, 1 982,3 6 1 .  



Christian duty as hrnging upon inteliectuar reflection. He believed tnat ~mst ians  were 

obliged to act. At a C.C.F. Provincial Convention in Saskatchewan, July 20, 1960, he 

said, 

There is an incident in the history of the children of Israel which always 
intrigues me. You will recall that when Moses led them out of captivity in 
Egypt they came to the Red Sea. It was at this critical moment that God 
said to Moses, "Speak unto the children of lsrael that they go forward," 
Surely this is sound advice. When enemies pursue us and difficulties 
confront us the Divine comrnand is still the sarne - "Go f ~ n v a r d " . ~ ~ ~  

Certainly, the irnperative to "Go forward" is not necessarily one to construct sophisticated 

theological cornrnentary. Although he was willing to admit that reflection may be a part of 

the effort, Douglas, true to the Chicago expression of the pragmatic tradition, saw action 

as the important realm of life. Christians must heed this. In this realm, the theological 

contradictions between his pragrnatic position and Christian Socialism became secondary. 

Through this non-intellectuai route, Douglas solved this theological problern. 

In conclusion, there is a substantial amount of evidence to support the proposition 

that T.C. Douglas' theological reflections were influenced by pragmatism. Because his 

theological thought was composed of elements of social gospel theology and pragmatic 

influences, which spawned features that could be interpreted as contradictory, 1 cannot 

argue, categorically, that Douglas had fülly developed an intellectually sophisticated and 

broad int erpretation of the Amencan pragmatic philosophical tradition. Nor cm I 

maintain that Douglas was a pragmatist in the tradition of Christian Realism. Yet, there is 

a body of evidence that supports the proposition that his theological reflections were 

shaped by social gospel theology and pragmatic considerations. This is the most pIausible 

way of characterizing T.C. Douglas' theology. 

425 T.C. Douglas "Social Democracy : 1960" in Lovick, 13 1-2. 
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LuIl- . . 

What can be said about T.C. Douglas' theology? In chapter four, 1 introduced rny 

proposition that T.C. Douglas was a pragmatist with the following quotation where he 

said, "I'rn afiaid I'm not an intellectual; I'm a pragmatist."426 At the end of this study, 1 

cm Say that there is considerable merit in Douglas self-assessment. 1 have shown that his 

theology does not conform to the strictures of social gospel theology nor to those of 

Christian Realism. Intellectudly, he is a child of the traditions of Christian socialism, 

Walter Rauschenbusch, liberal theology, John Dewey, the University of Chicago and 

Reinhold Niebuhr. Although Douglas has relinquished the certain world of liberal 

theology and its underpinning Kantian moral categories, he did not give up the imagery 

and rhetoric of social gospel theology. htellectually, Douglas walked in the morally 

uncertain world of pragmatic ethical reflection. Yet no one can disassociate him fiom 

social gospel theology . 

As demonstrated in chapter one, social gospel theology and Christian realism are 

efforts to reinterpret Christianity so that it was relevant in the modem world. Social 

gospel theology persisted between 1890 and 1930 in Canada, because Christians, clergy 

and intellectuals could believe that the faitffil could successfûlly battle sin in the social 

order. Furthermore, understandings of the nature of good and evil, in currency within 

intellectual and popular culture, portrayed these categories as clearly defined and easily 

identifiable within the human situation. Christian Realism can be understood as an effort 

to  create an interpretation of Christianity that could contend with the atmosphere of 

uncertainty that pervaded the culture of the industrialized world in the tate 1930s. Among 

Protestants in the United States, in the early 1940s, and later in Canada, in the mid-1940s, 

the shifi fiom social gospel theology to Christian realism was prompted by the failure of 

social gospel theology to offer a credible interpretation of a Christian's role in the world. 

J26 Thomas, 1982, 3 6  1. 



T.C. Douglas' coupling of social gospel theology and pragmatic moral logic was an 

effort to make the theology credible and relevant in the political and social circumstances 

that legitimized Christian Realism. At one level, his reinterpretation of social gospel 

theology was a tacit recognition of its inadequacy in the politics of the world after the late 

1930s. On another level, Douglas resolutely argued that the moral imperative of social 

gospel theology to battle evil in society remains deeply relevant to the human situation. 

Although Douglas did not develop a theological position as systematic, nuanced or as 

pessimistic as Niebuhr's, both men were atternpting to corne to terms with a Christian's 

relationship with social evil as a relatively intransigent element in the hurnan experience. 

On this level, Douglas, as a Canadian social gospeller during the 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  was one of the 

first Canadians in this tradition to begin reflecting upon this problem. 

T.C. Douglas' theological reflections did not spawn a great scholdy debate among 

Christian socialists in Canada. The body of his thoughts does not constitute a great 

academic achievement . The significance of his religious thought is bound to his political 

success. Although intellectuals can disdain his lack of rigor, systematic writing and 

thought, they cannot deny his formidable political achievement. The history of the 

Canadian social gospel movement is not characterized by a chah of obvious successes. Its 

significance can be found in the subtle coupling of the moral prestige of the Christian 

Church with social refonn, which legitirnized efforts to ameliorate suffering in Canadian 

s o ~ i e t ~ . ~ ~ ~  Yet no figures in the history of the Canadian social gospel movement 

paralleled Douglas' success in capturing the imaginations of an electorate, forrning a 

government and braving state-directed efforts to better society. Although other Canadian 

social gospeilers, such as John King Gordon, Gregory Vlastos and even J.S. Woodsworth 

devised much more erudite, systematic, nuanced and intellectually respectable positions, 

427 Rarnsey Cook, The : Social Cntiçism in J a te  VictorianEnglish . .  . . 

Cênada (Toronto : University Toronto Press, 1 SM), 228-32. 
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reflections cannot be easiiy dismissed. Thus, in terms of the strictures of pragmatism, 

where the truth of an idea is affinned by its viability and success, Douglas' theological 

reflections must be understood to have considerable veracity. In this sense, his union of 

pragmatisrn and social gospel theology must be seriously considered in any informed 

debate about the history of social gospel theology in Canada 

T. C. Douglas' theology cannot be precisely associated with Walter 

Rauschenbusch's version of social gospel theology because Douglas was deeply influenced 

by pragmatism. This is why some of Douglas' ethical conclusions parallel the pragmatic 

logic of Reinhold Niebuhr's Christian Realism. Thus, T.C. Douglas cannot be uncoupled 

fiom social gospel theology or pragmatism. It is my contention that it is best to describe 

his theological position as an uneasy intellectual marriage of pragmatism and social gospel 

theology. He is a pragmatic social gospeller. 

The assertion that T.C. Douglas was a pragmatic socid gospeller has a number of 

interesting implications. Although Douglas was not a systematic theological thinker, in his 

own right he was creative, innovative and insightfbl. He devised a position unique within 

the t heological landscape of Canadian religious thought. Furthermore, his theological 

position set him apart fiom the dominant interpretation of social gospel theology in 

currency within the C.C.F.. His ideas departed enough fiom the Christian Socialism of the 

party that he could accept a pragmatic moral logic paraileling that of Christian Realism. 

Certainly, in light of this body of evidence, scholars would be wholly rerniss to describe 

Douglas as an ex-prairie preacher who simply espoused social gospel theology. If this 

thesis has accomplished anything, it has brought fonvard enough evidence to indicate that 

future researchers should be reticent to assume that Douglas' theological reflections were 

only shallow intellectual shadows of social gospel theology. 
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